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Abstract

The subject matter of the present dissertation is topological field theory. We discuss

an application to physics and an application to mathematics.

In the first part we discuss how topological field theory enters the physics of the

quantum Hall effect. In this context, topological field theory is another name for rib¬

bon (tensor) category. Such a field theoretical model describes universal (longrange)
properties of an incompressible quantum Hall fluid (i.e., a two-dimensional electron gas

showing the quantum Hall effect).
The main result is an explicit recipe to construct models satisfying certain consistency

conditions which are thought to hold in a real incompressible quantum Hall fluid.

As a byproduct we show that the diamagnetic currents, which are located at the

boundary of a real, finite quantum Hall sample, and, in general, all degrees of freedom

living on that boundary, must be described by a chiral conformai field theory compati¬

ble with the topological field theory describing the fluid in the bulk of the sample. We

also analyse the situation when the sample has a constriction allowing for tunnelling

processes between dynamical modes living on two opposite boundaries. We suggest two

experiments which could elucidate properties of the incompressible quantum Hall fluid.

In the second part we introduce a topological field theory which is a higher-dimensional

generalization of three-dimensional Chern-Simons theory. The fields are generalized con¬

nections on a principal bundle over some manifold; typical observables are generalized
Wilson loops, which take values in the string cohomology of that manifold. This field

theoretical model relies on the Hamiltonian BRST formalism, for even-dimensional man¬

ifolds, and on the Lagrangian BV formalism, for odd-dimensional manifolds.

The main result is a cohomological interpretation of string topology. By string to¬

pology one means string homology furnished with a bracket operation; for even/odd
dimensional manifolds, this bracket is even/odd. The bracket on string homology de¬

fines a cobracket on string cohomology. We show that the cobracket of generalized Wil¬

son loops is easily determined using ingredients of the topological field theory model,

provided that the structure group of the principal bundle is chosen to be GL(n, C).
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Zusammenfassung

Gegenstand dieser Abhandlung ist topologische Feldtheorie. Wir untersuchen eine

physikalische und eine mathematische Anwendung.

Im ersten Teil wird diskutiert, wie topologische Feldtheorie im Rahmen der Physik

des Quanten Hall Effektes angewendet werden kann. In diesem Zusammenhang ist die

Bezeichnung topologische Feldtheorie ein anderer Name für "Gummibändli" (Tensor)

Kategorie. Ein solches feldtheoretisches Modell beschreibt universelle (langreichweitige)

Eigenschaften einer inkompressiblen Quanten Hall Flüssigkeit (das heisst, eines zwei¬

dimensionalen Elektron Gases, welches den Quanten Hall Effekt aufweist).
Das Hauptresultat ist ein explizites Rezept, um Modelle zu konstruieren, die be¬

stimmte Konsistenzbedingungen erfüllen. Diese Bedingungen entsprechen Eigenschaften,

die für eine wahre inkompressible Quanten Hall Flüssigkeit zutreffen sollten.

Als Nebenresultat zeigen wir, dass die diamagnetischen Randströme einer wahren,

endlichen Quanten Hall Probe, und allgemeiner alle Randfreiheitsgrade, durch eine du¬

rale konforme Feldtheorie zu beschreiben sind; diese Theorie muss mit der topologischen

Theorie, die das Innere der Probe beschreibt, kompatibel sein. Zusätzlich analysieren

wir die Anordnung, bei der die Probe einen Engpass aufweist; "Tunnelprozesse" zwis¬

chen dynamischen, auf den beiden gegenüberstehenden Ränder lokalisierten Moden sind

dann möglich. Wir stellen zwei Experimente vor, die Eigenschaften der inkompressiblen

Quanten Hall Flüssigkeit aufzeigen könnten.

Im zweiten Teil führen wir eine topologische Feldtheorie ein, die einer höher-dimen-

sionalen Verallgemeinerung der drei-dimensionalen "Chern-Simons" Theorie entspricht.

Die Felder sind verallgemeinerte Zusammenhänge auf einem Prinzipalbündel über einer

Mannigfaltigkeit; typische Observablen sind verallgemeinerte "Wilson Schleifen", die

Werte in der String Kohomologie der Mannigfaltigkeit annehmen. Das feldtheoretische

Modell basiert auf dem Hamiltonschen BRST Formalismus, falls die Mannigfaltigkeit

gerade Dimension hat, und auf dem Lagrangeschen BV Formalismus, falls die Mannig¬

faltigkeit ungerade Dimension hat.

Das Hauptresultat ist eine kohomologische Interpretation der String Topologie. Damit

meint man String Homologie mit der zusätzlichen Struktur einer Klammeroperation;

diese ist gerade/ungerade, je nach dem, ob die Mannigfaltigekeit gerade/ungerade Di¬

mension hat. Diese Klammeroperation definiert eine Koklammeroperation auf der String

Kohomologie. Wir zeigen, dass die Koklammer angewandt auf verallgemeinerte Wilson

Schleifen mit Mitteln der topologischen Feldtheorie zu bestimmen ist, falls die Struktur¬

gruppe des Prinzipalbündels GL(n, C) ist.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Generally speaking, the data of a field theory are (i) a Euclidean/Minkowskian manifold,

Q, called the space/space-time, (ii) the space of field configurations, C, which is the space

of sections in some vector bundle over Q, (iii) an action, S, which is a functional on C,

and (iv) the space of observables, which is a list of "allowed" functionals on C.

The output of a field theory consists of the expectation values of the observables,

which can be formally determined by the path-integral formula

{0) =

IcD^e^Om
fc»* ,kS[$]

(k is either i or — 1, depending on whether the manifold is minkowskian or euclidean).
A field theory is called topological if the expectation values of observables do not

depend on the choice of a metric on the manifold.

The known topological field theories are usually divided into two classes:

(a) cohomological field theories [CMR]: the action is not manifestly metric independent;
but there is an odd nilpotent dfferential, called BRST operator, on C, which defines the

observables as its cohomology classes; the expectation values of these observables are

then metric independent.

(b) "Schwarz"- or "Chern-Simons "-type theories [BITh, Schw]: action and observables

are metric independent; the expectation values are thus (at least formally, modulo

anomalies) metric independent.
In this work we focus our attention to the second class (b). The most studied ex¬

amples are certainly three-dimensional Chern-Simons theories and higher dimensional

BF-theories, where the expectation values of certain observables are known to be topo¬

logical invariants of the manifold.

Three-dimensional Chern-Simons theories are interesting because they are related to

many other fields in mathematics and physics, and in particular, as first recognized by
Witten [Wi] (see also [FrKi]), to knot invariants in three dimensional manifolds, and

to two-dimensional chiral conformai field theory. The reason for the interplay between

three-dimensional Chern-Simons theory based on a compact semisimple Lie group G on

one hand, two-dimensional chiral conformai field theory with g-current algebra on the

other hand (g being the Lie algebra of G), is that these theories carry the data of the
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same modular (tensor) category [MoSe], and are thus a particular case of a more general
framework.

Concerning the theory of categories, we note the following aspects related in some

way to the contents of this work. We are interested in modular (tensor) categories and

ribbon (tensor) categories; (modular categories are particular ribbon categories; one of

the specialties is that there must be finitely many simple objects.) [BaKi, Tu].
Ribbon category framework
• Given a chiral algebra, A, of a two-dimensional chiral conformai field theory, one can

furnish the set of unitary representations, A^, with the structure of a ribbon category.

• Given a ribbon category, one can associate (1) with any ribbon graph in S3 with

trivalent vertices and edges labelled with simple objects in A a topological, invariant

amplitude, and (2) with arbitrary configurations of noncoinciding insertion points on

S2, labelled with simple objects in A, a vector space; vectors are identified with graphs,
as above, embedded in the sphere B3 such that dB3 = S2, with edges ending appro¬

priately at the insertion points; scalar products between vectors can be computed as

topological invariants of graphs as above.

• If the ribbon category comes from a chiral algebra, then the above vector spaces are

known to be isomorphic to the space of conformai blocks of the two-dimensional chiral

conformai field theory basing on that chiral algebra.
Modular category framework
• Given a chiral algebra, A, of a two-dimensional rational chiral conformai field theory,

i.e., one with a finite number of unitary representations, one can furnish this set of uni¬

tary representations, A^, with the structure of a modular tensor category.

• Given a modular category, one can assign (1) to any ribbon graph in any closed ori¬

ented three-dimensional manifold with trivalent vertices and edges labelled with simple

objects in A a topological, invariant amplitude, and (2) to arbitrary configurations of

noncoinciding insertion points on any closed, oriented two dimensional manifold S, la¬

belled with simple objects in A, a vector space; vectors are identified with graphs as

above, embedded in a three dimensional manifold B such that dB = S, with edges end¬

ing appropriately at the insertions; scalar products between vectors can be computed as

topological invariants of graphs as above.

• If the modular category comes from a rational chiral algebra, then the above vec¬

tor spaces are known to be isomorphic to the space of conformai blocks of the two-

dimensional chiral conformai field theory basing on that chiral algebra.

In the first part of this work (Chapter 2) we apply the framework of topological field

theory, in the sense of ribbon categories, to the physics of the quantum Hall effect.

Higher-dimensional BF-theories are generalizations of three-dimensional Chern-Simons

theory (equivalent to three-dimensional BF-theory) in the following sense. Observables

of three-dimensional Chern-Simons theory are Wilson loops, which can be considered

as taking values in the zeroth cohomology of the string space of the three-dimensional

manifold on which the theory is defined. Observables of higher-dimensional BF-theories

are generalized Wilson loops [CaRo], which take values in the total cohomology of the

string space of the manifold on which the theory is defined.

In the second part of this work (Chapter 3) we construct a refined higher-dimensional

2



generalization of three-dimensional Chern-Simons theory. For an odd-dimensional man¬

ifold, this topological field theory is recognized to be a Lagrangian field theory in the

BV-formalism [AKSZ], while for even-dimensional manifold it turns out to be the Hamil-

tonian version in the BRST-formalism of the Lagrangian theory in one dimension more.

The observables are generalized Wilson loops. The three-dimensional model is exactly

the BV-extension of three-dimensional Chern-Simons theory, while the two-dimensional

model is the BRST-extension of the Hamiltonian formulation of Chern-Simons theory
in two space dimensions.

For a suitable choice of the Lie group on which the model relies, namely GL(n, C),
one can relate the model to the so-called string topology. String topology was first

introduced on a two-dimensional manifold by defining an even bracket on the zeroth

homology of string space ofthat manifold (see [AMR]; actually, the right word would be

chord topology, with string topology being a special case). On an arbitrary manifold,

it is introduced by defining a bracket on the total homology of the string space on the

manifold. The relation can be stated as follows: the cobracket on string cohomology,
induced by the string bracket on string homology, applied to a generalized Wilson loop

gives, as a result, the topological field theory bracket of two generalized Wilson loops.

It is likely that the generalization to an arbitrary Lie group can be accomodated by

replacing strings with chords, as has been suggested in [CFP] and proven in the two-

dimensional case in [AMR].

The purpose of this exposition is to avoid technical complications that might obscure

the basic ideas underlying our analysis. We invite the interested reader to consult the

given references. We hope that the nonexpert reader can follow our arguments and reach

the key points on the straight line, without waste of time.
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Chapter 2

Topological field theory description
of the quantum Hall effect

2.1 Introduction

In this Chapter we discuss an application of topological field theory to physics, more

precisely, to the physics of the quantum Hall effect. The content is taken from the papers

[FPSW, FrPe].

2.1.1 Experimental facts

An effectively 2-dimensional electron gas forms at an interface between a semi-conductor

and an insulator (or between two semiconductors) when the interface is subject to a

strong transverse electric field, which confines the electrons. The quantum Hall effect

is observed when the 2-dimensional electron gas is put into a strong, uniform magnetic
field transversal to the plane to which the electrons are confined. For a fixed external

magnetic field, B^°\ one can vary the 2-dimensional density of electrons, rS°\ and thus

the filling factor

n
(0)

B(o)/M
'

in the 2-dimensional electron gas, by varying the strength of the transverse, confining
electric field.

Tuning the current through the sample to a fixed value I\ and measuring the voltage

drops, (Vi, V-i), as in an experimental configuration corresponding to Figure 2.1, one can

determine the longitudinal and Hall resistances from the Ohm-Hall laws

Vx = RlIi
,

V2 = RHh

Defining the resistivities as pL = RL(L/D) and pH = Rh, one easily sees that the latter

are the macroscopic version of the microscopic equation

Ei \ ( Pl -Ph\( J1

E2 \PH PL \J
2 , (2.1)
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Figure 2.1: Experiment with a quantum Hall sample to determine the longi¬
tudinal and Hall resistivities.

between the in-plane electric field at the interface, (E\, E2), and the 2-dimensional elec¬

tric current density of the 2-dimensional electron gas, (J1, J2).
Experimentally, it is observed that for certain intervals of the filling factor (whose

width depends on the magnetic field and the strength and density of impurities) the

longitudinal resistance vanishes,

Rl = PL = 0

so that equation (2.1) becomes

J1

J2

0

-Gh

Gh

0 E2
(2.2)

When this happens, the Hall conductivity Gh = pHl is observed to be a rational multiple

oft

GH =

nH&

dji h

where the Hall numerator, n#, and the Hall denominator, d#, are relatively prime

integers (see Figure 2.2). The electron gas is then called "incompressible quantum Hall

fluid" (IQHF).
If the Hall conductivity is an integer (du = 1), one speaks of the "Integer Quantum

Hall Effect". This effect was discovered by von Klitzing, Dorda and Pepper in 1980

[KDP]. If the Hall conductivity is fractional (dH > 2), one speaks of the "Fractional

Quantum Hall Effect", which was first observed by Tsui, Stornier and Gossard in 1982

[TSG].

6



Plateaux Classical theory prediction

GH PL

(arbitrary units)

Figure 2.2: Hall conductivity and longitudinal resistivity as a function of the

filling factor.
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2.1.2 Summary:

scaling-limit physics of the quantum Hall effect

We apply methods of topological field theory (TFT) to describe the scaling-limit physics
of an IQHF. We want to explain the following diagram:

Section 2

Infinite

quntum Hall sample

mobility gap

scaling limit

TFT

("ribbon category")

electric current density

t
abelian CS-theory

Section 3

Finite quantum Hall

sample with boundary

electromagnetic

gauge invariance

scaling limit

CCFT

on the boundary

electric current density

t

«(l)-current algebra

Section 4

Examples

(with "simple currents")

Section 5

Quantum Hall sample

with constriction

Action describing

tunnelling processes

at the constriction

A (2 + l)-dimensional TFT model predicts universal (longrange) properties of an

IQHF, e.g., the value of the Hall conductivity, the spectrum of quasi-particle excitations

of the fluid, and Aharonov-Bohm phases which arise when the quasi particles are moved

around. Its validity relies only on the existence of an energy gap
l between the ground

state and the excited, extended states in a real IQHF. This approach avoids to take

care of other microscopic features of the 2-dimensional electron gas and its background
(for a microscopic treatment, see, e.g.,[GiPr, Gi]). In particular, no distinction is made

between integer and fractional quantum Hall effect, although it is believed that they
are based on completely different mechanisms (the integer effect can be due mainly to

the interaction of the electrons with the background; the fractional effect relies on the

interaction between the electrons, as can be inferred from Laughlin's analysis of multi-

electron wave functions in a strong external magnetic field [La]). On the other hand,
this TFT description cannot predict for which values of the external control parameters

the 2-dimensional electron gas becomes an IQHF; only after having assumed that this

is the case, the description can be applied.
We expose our ideas as follows.

1This energy gap is effectively seen in experiments.
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In Section 2.2 we show in which sense the scaling limit theory of an infinitely extended

IQHF is a (2 + l)-dimensional TFT, which, in this context, is just another name for

ribbon (tensor) category framework. We give conditions for such a model to describe a

real IQHF (see also [Frl, Fr2]).
In Section 2.3 we explain why electromagnetic gauge invariance requires the existence

of chiral diamagnetic currents (first predicted by Halperin [Ha]) on the boundary of a real

quantum Hall sample, and argue that the physics of the boundary must be described

by a (1 + l)-dimensional chiral conformai field theory (CCFT) (see also [Frl, Wen]).

Although the attention of this work is devoted to TFT, this excursion into the world of

CCFT cannnot be avoided; in any case, (2 + l)-dimensional TFT and (l + l)-dimensional
CCFT both carry the structure of a ribbon category.

In Section 2.4 we show how to explicitly construct models of TFTs eventually describ¬

ing real IQHFs (see also [FPSW]), making use of the concept of simple currents. The

peculiarity of these models is that they may describe quasi-particles with non-abelian

braid statistics.

In Section 2.5 we discuss the situation of a long, narrow quantum Hall sample with

a constriction located somewhere. Such a constriction allows tunnelling of dynamical

boundary modes. We explain how to describe a system with constriction, and suggest

two experiments involving tunnelling which could give information about the charges of

the quasi-particles in the IQHF (see also [FrPe]).

2.1.3 Remarks on units

It is common to choose a system of units such that h~ = c= 1. With this convention the

dimensions of electromagnetic fields and of the (2 + l)-dimensional current density are

[E] = [B] = [J] = meter-2. The charge of the electron is e = — y47r/137. The charge

transport equation (2.2) then reads

J1 = oh %- ex>E3 ,

where ah is the dimensionsless Hall conductivity

nH

dH

To simplify the equations, we set the electron charge to one by redefining the (2 + 1)-
dimensional current density and the electromagnetic fields as

Tnew
_

Told pnew F0^

e

The definitive form of the charge transport equation now is

J1 = oh ~ sl3E3 . (2.3)

2.1.4 Notations

We list here the most important notations used in this chapter.

9



Section 2.2

Symbol Meaning
TFT

IQHF

Topological field theory

Incompressible quantum Hall fluid

S] = I2xI

x^ — (tja;1,^2)
Q3Q

A
,

u-v
...

N

1

sß

G, Sip
(s)
AM 9 r

J"

A,
F

Ei,E2,B
b

W[A]
oH = nH/dH
Aphys 9 (A, r)
q= x/^7*
e

Space-time of the infinite IQHF
Coordinates on Q

Space of source configurations, source configuration
Hilbert space of the source configuration Q
Ribbon cateory, (simple) objects in it

Fusion product structure constants

Object conjugated to p

Identity of the fusion product

Spin of the object p

Feynman graph, Feynman graph corresponding to the state ijj

Topological amplitude of Q

Ribbon category of the real numbers, label in it

(2 + l)-dimensional current density

(2 + l)-dimensional electromagnetic vector potential

(2 + l)-dimensional electromagnetic field tensor

(2 + l)-dimensional electric and magnetic fields

Vector potential for the electric current density
Effective action for external A

Hall conductivity = Hall numerator/Hall denominator

Category of physically realized sources, label in it

Charge of a source labelled by r

Source corresponding to an electron

Section 2.3

Symbol Meaning
CCFT Chiral conformai field theory
lî = Exl

xa = (t,x)
Ja

EW

w[a]
V

x±

A

AA

A,
«(1)

As(i) = Am

Space-time of the finite quantum Hall sample
Coordinates on the boundary of £l

(1 4- l)-dimensional current density

(1 + l)-dimensional electromagnetic vector potential

(1 + l)-dimensional electric field, tangent to the boundary
Effective action for external a

Velocity of the boundary modes

Lightcone coordinates

Chiral algebra of observables on the boundary
Ribbon category of the unitary representations of A

Conformai weight of the representation p

Abelian current algebra
Ribbon category of u(l)-current algebra

10



Section 2.4

Symbol Meaning

N£

mx

Qe(X)
Virk

su(2)k
e= (s,

l<*H '

Simple current of a rational ribbon category

Order of the simple current e

Monodromy parameter of an object A w.r.t. a simple current

Monodromy of an object A w.r.t. a simple current e

Ribbon category of the Virasoro minimal models

(Ribbon category of representations of) su(2)-current algebra at level k

Electron source

Section 2.5

Symbol Meaning
Q = Sx

(t,x,y)
dz*

L/R
ia

aa

Ex

wtot[(p,a]
To [a]
F[cp, a]
n

nr

S<p(n)
SQ(n)
-'tunnel

Space-time of a long, narrow quantum Hall sample (with constriction)
Adapted coordinates on Q

Upper/lower boundary of the quantum Hall sample

Left/right side of the quantum Hall sample
Dimensional reduction of the electric current density
Dimensional reduction of the electromagnetic vector potential
Dimensional reduction of the electric field

Axion field

Dimensionally reduced effective action for external if, a

Boundary contribution to the effective action without tunnelling

Boundary contribution to the effective action with tunnelling
Potential pulse between upper and lower boundary

T-periodic extension of l~l

Axion field shift due to the pulse

LR-charge transport due to the pulse

Tunnelling current

2.2 Universality classes

of incompressible quantum Hall fluids

and topological field theory

In this section we consider an infinite Hall sample, i.e., an IQHF on a spacetime R3 =

R2 x R. We introduce the scaling limit theory of this system and argue that it can be

modelled by a (2 + 1)-dimensional TFT. Such a theory predicts universal (longrange)
properties of the IQHF, i.e., the Hall conductivity, the spectrum of localized excitations

of the fluid, also called quasi-particles, and generalized Aharonov-Bohm phases arising
when quasi particles are moved around. These properties are thought to describe the

(longrange) physics of the bulk of a real, large but finite quantum Hall sample.
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2.2.1 The scaling limit

In this subsection we define the scaling limit of a field theory which describing an IQHF.

In order to study universal properties of quantum Hall fluids in an incompressible state,

it is convenient to describe such fluids in the so called scaling limit (see [Frl]).
Let $t(x) be the field operators of the theory describing a (2 + l)-dimensional IQHF.

Among these fields are observables ones (e.g., electric current density), but also unob-

servable fields. In the scaling limit (SL), the expectation values of the fields are given

by

($tl(x1)...$ln(xn))SL= lim 9^+ -+^)^H(eXl).. .^ln(0Xn)) ,

where dt is the scaling dimension of the field $i (e.g., the scaling dimension of the electric

current density is 2, since it has dimension meter-2).
The scaling limits of expectation values of observables describe the true expectation

values in the limit of large distances and small frequencies, i.e., when the fields are

localized far enough from each other in space and large time scales are considered.

2.2.2 Topological field theory in the scaling limit

In this subsection we explain what we mean by (2+1) -dimensional topological field theory.
The basic mathematical concept is that of a "ribbon category".

The absence of dissipation in the transport of electric charge (2.2) (pL = 0) can be

explained by the existence of a mobility gap in the energy spectrum between the ground
state energy of the IQHF and the energies of excited, extended states. This explains the

term "incompressible" : it is not possible to add an additional electron in an extended

state to the fluid, or to extract one from the fluid, by paying only an arbitrarily small

energy.

Because of the presence of a mobility gap, the scaling-limit theory is expected to be

topological. By this we mean the following. First of all, the excitations (with infinite

energy in the scaling limit) must look like static pointlike sources (pointlike because the

gapless excitations are localized, and thus shrink to points in the scaling limit). More

precisely, one can say that the Hilbert space of states can be written as a direct sum of

mutually orthogonal subspaces,

QeQ

where Q is the set of all possible source configurations over the space R2 of the IQHF, and

%q is the finite-dimensional space of states corresponding to the source configuration

Q. The Hilbert space, Tï$, corresponding to the configuration with no sources, is one-

dimensional and contains the groundstate, ip0. The Hilbert spaces corresponding to

an arbitrary source configuration are invariant under the action of the field operators

describing observable quantities in the scaling-limit. A state, i/jq, in such a Hilbert

space, Hq, is identical to the ground state away from the sources: given an observable

<3> localized in a region which does not contain sources of a configuration Q, one has

(V»o,^o) = (rpQ,^q)

12



Second, one can imagine that sources can be moved around by coupling the system to

external, localized fields (i.e., tubes of magnetix flux). Such moves can generate gen¬

eralized Aharonov-Bohm phases. Moreover, sources can be constrained to meet (fusing

process) or to split (defusing process), and eventually to be created/annihilated in pairs.

A state thus not depends only on its source configuration, but also on the topology of

its "history", i.e., on how it was created out of the vacuum. Analogous considerations

then holds for the scalar product between states.

The mathematical concept which accomodates the above features is that of a "ribbon

category". The structure of such a ribbon category is far from being simple (see [BaKi]).
We want to restrict our attention to those aspects which are relevant for applications to

IQHF physics.
The relevant data of a ribbon category are the following:

Data 1: Objects.
A set A, whose elements are called (simple) objects. If there are finitely many objects,
the category is called rational.

Data 2: Fusion product.
A fusion (or tensor) product, *, with structure constants N G Z>0 defined by

AeA

which makes A into a ring over Z. This product is commutative and associative,

Nx =
Nx Y^ Nx Nu

=
V^ Nv Nx

ßv
A

V/i ) / j

1 ' ßv1 y

pa / j1 ßp1 va

i>eA veA

Data 3: Unit.

An object, le A, which is the unit of the fusion product:

1 * p = p .

Data 4: Conjugation.
An map p i—> p+ of A, called conjugation, which is involutive, p++ = p, is an auto¬

morphism of the fusion rules,

Nx
=
Nxt

4.lyßV Xyß+V+
1

and has the property

Nl ± 0 => v = /i+ ; N^+ = 1
.

It follows that 1+ = 1.

Data 5: Spin.
For every object p a real number

^e[o,i[ ,

called the spin of the object. The spin of the unit vanishes, si = 0.

The relevant properties of a ribbon category are the following:

13
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Figure 2.3: A A-labelled ribbon graph.
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' P2

Pi

':pi

Figure 2.4: A A-labelled source configuration.

Property 1: Topological invariants of graphs.
A A-labelled ribbon graph is a graph embedded in R3; the edges are framed, i.e., ribbons,
oriented and labelled with objects in A; the vertices are trivalent; see Figure 2.3.

To a A-labelled ribbon graph, Q, one can associate an amplitude, (G), which is

a toplogical invariant of the graph, i.e., invariant under continuous deformations that

avoid self crossings of edges of the graph [FrKi, FrGa]. The rules are that (see Figure
2.3) (i) reversing the orientation and the framing is equivalent to changing the label

to its conjugate, (ii) a line labelled with the unit 1 can be omitted, (iii) a vertex

with an incoming edges p, v, A is allowed iff Nxv > 1 (observe that Nxy is cyclic in

p, v, A), and (iv) a self-twist on an edge labelled with p can be eliminated by multiplying
the (topological invariant amplitude of) the graph by e2niSli. The topological invariant

amplitude can be interpreted as the phase of a vacuum to vacuum transition amplitude
in the presence of an external field configuration corresponding to the graph.

Property 2: States and scalar products between states.

A A-labelled source configuration in R2 (considered as the surface R2 x {0} in the

spacetime R3 ) is a set

Q = ((pi,zi,vi)...(pn,zn,vn)) ,

where pz G A —{1} is the (nontrivial) label of a source located at z,éR2, and vt G TZjR2
with \v%\ — 1 is a preferred direction at the i-th source; all the sources must be distinct,
z% / Zj, for i ^ j; see Figure 2.4.

To a A-labelled source configuration, Q, one can associate its source configuration
Hilbert space Hq. A state ip G Hq is identified with a A-labelled ribbon graph, S^p
in R2 x R<0, with edges ending appropriately at the sources on R2 x {0}; see Figure
2.5. This takes into account the "history" of the cration of the state, characterized by
processes of braiding, and of fusing and defusing of sources.

The scalar product between two states, x\), x £ %Qj iS given by

(^X) = (Si>USx) > (2-4)

where S^ is the graph in R2 x R>0 obtained by reflecting S^ at the plane R2 x {0} and

reversing the orientation of the edges, and S^ TJ Sx is obtained by patching togheater
S,/, and Sx in R2 x R; see Figure 2.6.
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Defusing

Pair creation

Fusing

t = 0

~~- Braiding

Pair annihilation

Figure 2.5: A quantum mechanical state of the IQHF.

«5,/ S^]JSX

Figure 2.6: Scalar product between states of the IQHF.
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2.2.3 Electrodynamics of incompressible quantum Hall fluids

In this subsection we derive a scaling limit effective action for the coupling of an IQHF
to an external electromagnetic field. It follows that electric current densities in the IQHF

are described by an abelian Chern-Simons theory.

Equation (2.3) is to be considered as the scaling limit expectation value of the elec¬

tric current density in presence of an external electromagnetic field. Let us denote by
Jß the (expectation value of) the electric current density operators, and by Aß the

(2 + l)-dimensional external electromagnetic vector potential; the (2 + l)-dimensional
electromagnetic field tensor is then given by

( ° Ei E2

ßv
-
= dßAv -dpAß = -Ei 0 -B

\ -E* B 0

where E\,E2 are the components of the electric field in the sample plane and B is a

perturbation of the transverse background magnetic field, such that ß(total) = _£?(°) + B.

Combining the phenomenological dissipationless charge transport equation (2.3) with

the (2 + l)-dimensional homogeneous Maxwell equations (Faraday's induction law),

dßF,x + duFXß + dxFßU = 0
,

the continuity equation for the electric current density (conservation of electric charge),

it follows that

V = °

J° = aH^-B , (2.5)

where J° is the deviation of the charge density from the background value n^. Equations

(2.3) and (2.5) can be combined to the equation

J" = -oh
-!- e^%Ax . (2.6)
Z7T

of so-called Chern-Simons electrodynamics. Indeed, it can be derived from a scaling-limit
effective action which is recognized to be the Chern-Simons action for the electromagnetic
vector potential,

W[A] = -gh Jd3x^e^xAßduAx , (2.7)

in the sense that

The continuity equation implies that the electric current density in the scaling limit can

be described by a vector potential bß, related by

J11 = V^T- ^Xdvbx ; (2.8)
Z7T
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the action is also a Chern-Simons action

S[b,A]= fd3x~£^\d„bx+ f d3x A, ^^ e^xdM
, (2.9)

since it must have equation (2.6) as field equation. (The second term is the usual

coupling of a conserved current with a vector potential). The effective action (2.7) is

recovered from the path-integral calculation

W[A] = -ilog f Db(x) e^Ml = -aH f d3x -!- eilvXAßdvAx .

2.2A Consistency conditions

In this subsection we give a list of consistency conditions for a ribbon category to describe

real IQHF.

Let Aphys denote the ribbon category which describes the physical sources in an IQHF.
The consistency conditions, CO through C3, for Aphys reflect physical principles and

pragmatic considerations that have proven to be successful for a classification in the

"Quantum Hall Lattice" framework [Fr2].

CO Sources

The static pointlike sources should be labelled by their electric charge, and, possi¬

bly, by finitely many other labels. The charge must be additive under fusion.

This means that Aphys is a subcategory of a ribbon category of the form A x Ar,
where A is a rational category, and Ar is the category that arises from abelian

Chern-Simons theory, which describes the electric current as in equation (2.8); see

Appendix A.l. A source thus carries a label

a = (X,r) ,
A G A

,
r G R

,

and the electric charge of such a source is given by

(la = Vo~H'r . (2.10)

CI One-electron sources

Among the sources there should be (at least one) one-electron source e = (e, -7==),
with electric charge 1. It represents an electron that has been inserted somewhere

in the IQHF.

C2 Statistics of the electron sources

The electron source must obey Fermi statistics: when two electrons are exchanged

along any path, the state has to acquire a phase factor (—1); see Figure 2.7.

C3 Relative locality
The one electron source must be local with respect to all other sources: when an

electron is moved along a closed path, possibly winding around other sources, the

final state vector must be the same as the initial state vector; see Figure 2.8.
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Figure 2.7: Fermi statistics requirement for the electron source.
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Figure 2.8: Relative locality requirement with respect to an electron source.
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2.3 Finite quantum Hall samples

In this Section we address problems connected with the existence of a boundary m a

real quantum Hall sample The IQHF is then located on a spacetime Q = E x R with

<9E ^ 0 From (2 +1)-dimensional electromagnetic gauge invariance it follows that there

must be chiral charged degrees of freedom localized on the boundary of the sample,
which can be described by a CCFT

2.3.1 Conservation of the electric charge and anomalies

In this subsection we recall the equivalence between gauge invariance and charge conser¬

vation

Consider a system (in any dimension) m which there is a current density Jß, coupling
to a vector potential, Aß The vacuum expectation value of the current m the presence

of an external vector potential can be calculated from an effective action, W[A], by

The gauge variation is related to the divergence of the current by

W[A + edO] = IdxG(x) (-dßJ^(x))WW =
±

£=0

Conservation of the charge is seen to be equivalent to gauge invariance of the effective

action If the effective action is not gauge invariant, the theory is called anomalous

Since the conservation of the electric charge is a fundamental law of nature, any

theory describing electric currents which couple to the electromagnetic field must be

anomaly-free

2.3.2 Boundary currents

In this subsection we infer, using only electromagnetic gauge invariance, the existence

of chiral, diamagnetic currents localized on the boundary of a real, finite quantum Hall

sample

One may take into account the finiteness of the sample by setting the Hall conductivity

oh to a nonzero, constant value on Q and to zero outside, î e
,

oH( ) = oH Xn() ,

where xn() ls the characteristic function of the space-time region Q The contribution

to the effective action coming from the bulk degrees of freedom in the scaling limit then

reads

W[A] = - J d3x aH( ) i- e^xAßdvAx = -aH J d3x i- e^xAßduAx
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It is well known that this Chern-Simons action is not invariant under gauge transforma¬

tions not vanishing on the boundary,

6eW[A] = -oE f d2x 9 -Î- ea0daAß = -oH [ d2x G-{-E^
, (2.11)

J 47T J AK

an an

where E1" is the tangential component of the electric field on the boundary. Physically
this means that when E^ does not vanish, then there is charge which is transported out

of/into the bulk of the sample (in accordance with equation (2.3)).
One concludes that there must be (quantum mechanical) degrees of freedom localized

on the boundary of the sample; their coupling to the boundary electromagnetic vector

potential must be described by an effective action, w[a], where a = A\dn is the restriction

of the vector potential to the boundary, such that the total effective action

Wtot[A] = W[A] + w[a] (2.12)

is gauge invariant, i.e., such that the buondary anomaly exactly cancels the anomaly

(2.11).
Such a system is that of leftmoving chiral modes, where the electric current is de¬

scribed by a û(l)-current algebra in (1 + l)-dimensional spacetime (see Appendix A.2),
with current density expectation value given by

r

f(x) =

Â (
Ma] .

oaa(x)

Indeed, the gauge variation of of the effective action of this system is exactly (compare
also Appendix A.2)

SQw[a] = oH [ d2x 9 -*- eaßdaaß = oH [ d2xG^- E^
. (2.13)

J Ak J Air

an an

Leftmoving means that the modes move in the direction of negative orientation of the

boundary 2. Physically, this means that the boundary currents are diamagnetic, as

emerges from the following reasoning (see also Figure 2.9). Consider an IQHF confined

to a disk, oriented by a zweibein e\ A e2, such that e\ A e2 A eg is positively oriented in

three dimensional space (eg is the direction of the external, transverse magnetic field).
The positive orientation of the disk space-time is given by et A ex A e2. The positive
orientation on the boundary space-time is then defined to be given by et A eci0Ck- When

a tube of magnetic field opposite to the background transverse magnetic field is turned

on somewhere in the disk, then a negative charge appears at the location of the tube,
while an equal amount of positive charge is expelled from the bulk to the boundary,
where it circulates in the counterclockwise direction producing a diamagnetic current,

(diamagnetic in the sense that it generates a magnetic field that tries to compensate

that of the flux tube).

2If the boundary system were rightmoving, the anomaly would have exactly the opposite sign, and

could not cancel the bulk anomaly.
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Diamagnetic
Flux tube boundary current

Figure 2.9: Diamagnetic boundary currents.

2.3.3 Chiral conformai field theory on the boundary

In this subsection we argue that the boundary system is described by a CCFT. We briefly

explain its basic features and comment on the compatibilty between bulk TFT and bound¬

ary CCFT.

From the considerations of the previous subsection it follows that the charged degrees
of freedom (and, more generally all degrees of freedom that can in some way couple to

charged ones) of the boundary must be described, in the scaling limit, by a leftmoving
CCFT. This theory "lives" over (a connected component of) the boundary of the sample,

i.e., on a (1 + 1)-dimensional spacetime S^ x R. Let t be the time and x G [0, L[ the

space coordinate. The light-cone coordinates are defined as x± = vt ± x, where v is

the velocity of the boundary modes. By rightmoving CCFT one means that the field

operators of the theory depend only on one light-cone coordinate,

d

dx~
<E> = 0

, $(t,x) = $(x+ = vt + x)

The field operators corresponding to the observables of a CCFT form an algebra, *4.phys,
called the chiral algebra, which contains a Virasoro algebra (see Appendix A.2) describ¬

ing the energy momentum tensor of the theory. The û(l)-current algebra describing the

electric current density is also contained in this algebra.
The physics of a system described by a chiral algebra, A, can be inferred from the

study of its unitary representations. The set, A_4, of the unitary representations can be

furnished with the structure of a ribbon category [FrKi, FFK, FrGa, BaKi] 3.

Data 1: Objects.
The objects in A^ are the unitary representations of A.

Data 2: Fusion product.
The structure constant of the fusion product are the multiplicities in the reduction of

3It is possible that different chiral algebras give rise to the same ribbon category.
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tensor product representations

p®Av = 0 A^A , (2.14)

where A is a suitable coproduct on A.

Data 3. Unit.

The unit 1 is the representation which contains the vacuum state.

Data 4: Conjugation.
The conjugate of a representation is the contragradient representation.

Data 5: Spin.
The spin of a representation is given by

sx = Ax modi
, (2.15)

where Ax is the conformai weight of the representation A (see Appendix A.2).
In addition to the condition that the boundary theory must cancel the electromag¬

netic anomaly coming from the bulk theory, there must be other matching criteria which

the category of bulk sources and boundary representations must fulfill to give a consis¬

tent and physical theory for a combined bulk-boundary system, but no complete result

is known to us. The simplest possibility is that the two categories are the same. This

implies that the chiral algebra is of the form

"4phys = A®Û(1)

with A a chiral algebra with rational representation ring A. The ribbon category of

bulk sources/boundary representations is then a subcategory of A x Ar fulfilling the

consistency conditions described in Section 2.2. In this case, the Hilbert space associated

to a source configuration is known to be isomorphic to the space of conformai blocks of

the CCFT belonging to the source configuration; see [Wi].

2.4 Examples of universality classes of

incompressible quantum Hall fluids

In this Section we show how to construct models of TFTs describing IQHFs in the sense

of the consistency conditions of Section 2.2. The main assumption is that the electron

sources are so called simple currents.

2.4.1 Simple currents

In this subsection we explain the concept of simple current.

An object in a ribbon category is called a simple current [SchYal] iff its fusion with any

other object yields exactly one object. Equivalently, a simple current e is characterized

by the fusion rule

e*e+ = l
. (2.16)
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Figure 2.10: Braiding with a simple current.

= (-1) 2-RlSr

Figure 2.11: Exchanging two simple currents.

(In the CCFT language, the simple currents correspond to automorphisms of the chiral

algebra )
We note the following facts which will be useful in the following:

• The monodromy charge of an object, A, with respect to a simple current, e, is

given by

Qe(X) = se + sx - s£*a mod 1
.

Pulling an e-labelled edge, where e is a simple current, through a A-labelled edge
in a A-labelled ribbon graph is equivalent to multiplying the amplitude by a factor

of exp[—2itiQ£(\)}; see Figure 2.10. Thus A is relatively local with respect to e iff

its monodromy vanishes.

• Exchanging two simple-current sources in counterclockwise direction without wind¬

ing along any other one gives a phase factor e27USe; see Figure 2.11.

• The objects which are relatively local with respect to a simple current form a

subcategory of the original ribbon category. This follows from Qe(X) = QE(X\) +

Q£(X2) mod 1 for ATAAiA2 ^ 0.

• For a simple current e, let N£ be the smallest integer, called the order of e, such

that e*Ne = 1 (such integers always exist in a rational category). Then one has
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2s£ = —^ mod 1, and Qe(e) = ^ mod 1, for some integer me (defined modulo

NE). Moreover, for any object A, one has Qe(X) = ^, for some integer mx (defined
modulo N£), called the monodromy parameter of A.

2.4.2 Consistency conditions with a simple current electron

In this subsection we assume that there is only one electron source which is a simple

current, and show how the consistency conditions are simplyfied.

Physically, assuming that the electron source is a simple current means that when an

electron meets an electron hole, they annihilate leaving an unperturbed fluid, in the

ground state, as can be seen from equation (2.16). The assumption that there is only

one type of electron source simplyfies the following analysis of the concistency conditions,

but does not avoid any basic concept 4.

CI One-electron source

For the electron e = (e, -h=) to be a simple current, e must be a simple current

of A.

C2 Statistics of the electron source

The requirement becomes

se = s£ + sr = s£ + -— = -modi
. (2.17)

ZOh £

C3 Relative locality
The physical representations a — (A, r) must fulfill

Qe(a) = Q£(X) + Q^(r) = Q£(X) - -L= = 0 mod 1 (2.18)
V^H ^JOh

In particular, this must hold for a = e.

2.4.3 Explicit recipe

In this subsection we give an explicit recipe to construct a ribbon category describing an

IQHF, according to the considerations of the two previous subsections.

1. One chooses a rational ribbon category A and a simple current e, of order N£ and

monodromy parameter m£.

2. Consistency condition C2 fixes the value of the Hall conductivity by equation

(2.17),

1 dn
,

— = — = l + 2j + 2s£ , (2.19)
oh nH

4Models with two kinds of electron sources have been discussed in [FPSW]
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up to an integer j. Since 2s£ = —^ mod 1, the Hall conductivity is predicted to

be a rational number, and the Hall numerator is seen to be related to the order

N£by

Ne = lnH

for some integer I.

3. For each label A G A, consistency condition C3 singles out, through equation

(2.18), a discrete set of real numbers r (Aß-labels) such that a = (A, r) is a physical

source, namely

Qe(a) = ^ - ~^= = k
,

fceZ .

Ae y/0H

(Remark that Qe(e) = 0 already follows from (2.19)). Equivalently, physical

sources are of the form a — (A, r) with r fulfilling

r = V^t (j^ + k)
,
keZ

,

giving electric charges

q = gh(i^+k)= ik{mx+k) keZ (2'20)

One notices that all possible electric charges are integer multiple of

Qmin =
rr- ; (2.21)
iaH

this minimal charge is realized if there is a label A of A with mx = ±1.

2.4.4 Examples

In this subsection we give two simple, but possibly physically relevant, examples of the

recipe of the previous subsection, and comment on how they could be interpreted.

Construction with A = su(2)i x su(2)i

The ribbon category su(2)i comes from the theory of the representations of sw(2)-current
algebra at level 1; see Appendix A.2. It has two objects l,e with Z2-fusion rules (e*e —

1). e is thus recognized to be a simple current of order N£ = 2; its spin is s£ = |; for its

selfmonodromy one finds Q£(e) = \, giving monodromy parameter m£ = 1.

We now follow the recipe of Section 2.4 with A = su(2)i x su(2)i.

(e,e),—=)
\/ohJ
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Figure 2.12: Physically realized representations and their charges for A =

su(2)i x su(2)i; • marks the physical sources, and e marks the electron source.

2. Setting j = 0 in (2.19) one has

1 1

oH =

1 + 2s(£>£) 2

3. The set of physically realized sources follows from (2.20) and is represented in

Figure 2.12.

This model appeared in [Fr2] as the maximally symmetric quantum Hall lattice based

on the root lattice of the Lie algebra su(2) x su(2). It is tempting to interpret this as

the existence of an su(2)spm x sw(2)iayer symmetry in the ground state of the IQHF.
In terms of bulk physics a source (e, 1) is interpreted as a quasi-particle which carries

a spin | (in some preferred direction, e.g., in the direction of the transverse background

magnetic field) and thus modifies the spin density of the unperturbed fluid. The electron

is thus seen to carry the correct su(2)spm quantum number. A source of type (l,e) is

interpreted as a quasi-particle which breaks layer symmetry, i.e., which lives more on

one layer than on the other one.

In terms of boundary physics, states in representation spaces of su(2)spm x sw(2)layer-
current algebra are interpreted as describing spin waves and layer inversion waves, re¬

spectively.

Construction with A = Vui

The ribbon category Vir\ comes from the theory of the representations of the Virasoro

algebra with central charge \; see Appendix A.2. It has three objects l,e,o with the

(nontrivial) fusion rules

£ * £ = 1
,

£ * O = O
,

O * O = 1 + £ .

£ is recognized to be a simple current. Spins and monodromy data with respect to £ are

given in the following table:
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Figure 2.13: Physically realized representations and their charges for A = Vir\,
• marks the physical sources, and e marks the electron source.
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We now follow the recipe of Section 2.4 with A = Vir\.

e = ie,

2. Setting j — 0 in (2.19) one has

1
oh =

l + 2sF

1

2

2. The set of physically realized sources follows from (2.20) and is represented in

Figure 2.13.

This model can be recognized in the literature as the so called Pfaffian state model

[MoRe, MiRe], though it was analyzed in a completely different approach ("wave func¬

tion" approach). The peculiarity of this model is that it shows non-abelian braid statis¬

tics (see Appendix A.3,[FFK]), a novel feature with respect to all models basing on the

quantum Hall lattices (and thus also on the model constructed with A = su(2)i xsu(2)i)

Coset construction ?

The two above models are related by the coset construction in the electrically neutral

sector, see Appendix A.2. Physically, this construction can be interpreted as follows. It is

plausible that small changes in the experimental parameters can cause certain interaction

in the electron gas to become important or irrelevant, altering the spectrum of the quasi

particles in the scaling limit without changing the value of the Hall conductivity; this is a
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so-called intra-plateaux transition. The coset construction can describe such a transition

in the sense that it freezes out certain degrees of freedom of the original model.

In the particular case A = stt(2)i x su(2)x —> Vir\ the transition is described in

the following table:

su(2)i x sit(2)i-source (1,1) (M) (M) (£,£)

Wi-source 1 O £

2.5 Quantum Hall samples with constriction

In this Section we suppose that the Hall conductivity, oH, and the spectrum of the quasi-

particle bulk excitations/boundary representations of an IQHF is given, for example by
a TFT/CCFT as explained in Sections 2.2 and 2.3. We consider the situation where

the IQHF is confined to a long, narrow sample, with possibly a constriction located

somewhere. We argue that tunnelling processes between the dynamical modes located

on the upper and the lower edge of the sample may occur at the constriction, and we

suggest how to describe such processes. At the end, we suggest two experiments which

involve tunnelling processes and which could give information about the charges of the

quasi-particles in the IQHF.

2.5.1 An axion field

In this subsection we define an axion field, and show how it enters the physics of a long,
narrow quantum Hall sample after dimensional reduction (2 + 1) —> (1 + 1) in the

direction of small extension

Consider a very long, narrow rectangular Hall sample of width L, with possibly a con¬

striction located somwhere, as shown in Figure 2.14 5.

'Such samples can be effectively created in experimental configurations.

L

2

X xc

<9£+

' '\ /s

dy
i

r
""7 "

-.. / \
1

** ^

\j<''''y::~\~''-L.i
r

\Y X/ E

y = -i

R

9E-

Figure 2 14: A quantum Hall sample with constriction, and adapted coordinate

on it.
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Let n, = E x E be the sample space-time. On the sample space, E, one can define

an "adapted" coordinate system, (x,y), as follows.

Let .Ao[V] be the 0-component of the vector potential which is generated in the sample
when a time-independent potential difference is applied between upper and lower edge,
with the condition that A0[-](<9E+) = —^40[-](<9E~). yl0[Vr](-) is a function on the sample
space. The y-coordinate, also considered as a function, y(-), on the sample space, can

be defined as

m = lw Mv](-)
V=0

(A0 needs not to be affine in V, since a change in the potential difference V between

the edges can rearrange charges which are present outside the sample). It follows that

y(dT,±) = ±f •
The x-coordinate is uniquely defined by requiring it to be y-orthogonal

and of unit length on the boundary,

(dx,dy) = 0 and (dx, dx)BT,± = 1
.

((•,•) is the euclidean metric on the sample space). When there is no constriction, the

coordinate system (x, y) is the usual euclidean coordinate system, and coincides with

the coordinate system (xl,x2) used in the Introduction (see Figure 2.1).
The axion field, (p, is defined as the line integral

<p{x,t) = j dyAy(x,y,t) , (2.22)

7iu[i,t]

where 7iu[^M] is the path from (x,—^,t) to (x,+^,t) with constant t and x. This

definition depends on the choice of the coordinate system (x, y) !

The time derivative of the axion field,

<p(x,t) = j dy dtAy(x,y,t) = j dyEy(x,y,t) = V(x,t) , (2.23)

7iu[x,t] "fiu[x,t]

has the physical meaning of a (spacetime dependent) difference of potential between

upper and lower edge.
The x-derivative of the axion field,

<p(x,t)'= j dy dxAy(x,y,t) = - f dy B(x,y,t) =-LB(x,t) , (2.24)

Jiu[x,t] TluDM]

has the physical meaning of magnetic flux per unit length through the sample.
The assumption, in the following considerations, is that the electromagnetic field

tensor is invariant under y-translations, i.e., the Lie derivative of the 2-form F with

respect to the vector field dy vanishes,

LyF = 0
, (2.25)
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such that the system can be considered as effectively (1 + l)-dimensional, instead of

(2 + l)-dimensional. The coordinate system (x, y) previously defined is "adapted" in the

sense that the electromagnetic field tensor which arises when applying a (small) potential
difference between the edges is (approximatively) F — jdt A dy and thus allowed by
condition (2.25).

One can choose a gauge such that the electromagnetic vector potential is itself in¬

variant under y-translations, i.e.,

LyA = 0
.

This means that the components of the electromagnetic vector potential are independent
of y:

A = y<p(x, t)dy + at(x, t)dt + ax(x, t)dx .

The fields entering in the (1 + l)-dimensional description are thus a (1 + l)-dimensional
electromagnetic vector potential, aa, and the pseudoscalar axion field, cp.

2.5.2 Charge transport without tunneling

In this subsection we discuss charge transport in the longitudinal direction of the sample
due to a pulse in the potential drop between the upper and lower edge for a sample without

constriction.

Suppose first that the sample has no constriction, so that tunnelling processes of dy¬
namical excitations between the upper and the lower edge are suppressed. The total

effective action is then given by (2.12), i.e.,

wtot[<p,a] = -oH — / dtdxipEx + T0[a] , (2.26)

where Ex is the (1 4- l)-dimensional electric field, and the second term is the manifestly

gauge invariant, (^-independent combination of the chiral effective actions corresponding
to the two boundaries:

r0[a] = zdn+[a] + zdn-[a] ~ dt dx (aT)2 .

(aT is the transverse part of the (1 + l)-dimensional electromagnetic potential).
For the (1 + l)-dimensional current densities one finds

^
2

dy 5Mx,v,t)Wu,lA] = SäM)""'"1»'"1 =

= -^è^ + d^jr°[o1 • <227»
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If Ex = 0, the second vanishes; the current- and charge densities in an external axion

field configuration are

ix(x,t) = aH^-<p(x,t)
, i\x,t) = -aH ^-<p'(x,t) . (2.28)

Z7T Z7T

These equations follow from the bulk equation (2.6); the important point is that they
also hold in the presence of a boundary.

One can determine the charge transported from the left (L) to the right (R) of the

sample when a pulse, l~l, of potential drop, Vn(t), between the upper and the lower edge
is applied to the sample. Let tpn(t) be the corresponding axion field configuration, i.e.,

</?n = Vn. Let <5Q[x,T](n) denote the charge transported through a crossection of the

2 ' 2 J'sample at x in the time interval [— ?, %

2

SQ[x,T](n) = j dtix(x,t) .

z
"

2

The total charge transported is

oo

SQ(n) = lim 6Q[XtT](r\) = f dtix(x,t) , (2.29)

—oo

and is independent of the choice of the point x. Defining the axion field shift corre¬

sponding to the pulse by

oo

6<p(n) = ^n(+oo) - ipn{-oo) = J dt Vn(t) , (2.30)

—oo

and using equation (2.28), one finds

6Q = OH^-Sip . (2.31)
Z7T

2.5.3 Charge transport with tunnelling

In this subsection we suggest how to take into account tunnelling processes at a constric¬

tion and discuss charge transport in this situation.

In a sample with a tight constriction, tunnelling processes between the upper and the

lower edge occur. They can be described by a term of the form

/ dt dx

+h.c. (+++-) , (2.32)

in the action functional, where a is a label for the different species of charged quasi-

particles propagating along the boundary (compare Section 2.3), which are described by
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left chiral fields, tp+!a,tp+ja, on the upper edge and by right chiral fields ip_j0,,ip_ta, on

the lower edge, and qa is the electric charge of a quasi-particle of species a. The factor

e
ni<}a Jyi 2(x,y, ) y

mus^. j-jg mserted, in order to preserve gauge invariance on Q !

Recalling eq. (2.22), (2.32) can be written as

dt dx ^ta(x) -4>+,a{x,t) e">°*x>Q V-,«(M) + h.c. (+ <+ (2.33)

The functions ta(x) are a measure for the strength of the amplitude of tunnelling between

the two edges; \t(x)\ is "large", for x close to the constriction, and tends to 0 rapidly, as

the distance of x to the constriction increases.

When tunnelling is taken into account, the effective action becomes

Wtot[(p,a] = -oH — j dtdxipEx + T[<p,a] , (2.34)

where the second term, describing the contribution of the boundary, now depends on (p.

It has the important property to be periodic in cp: If ip0 is the smallest real number such

that

qnip0 = 2imn , n,eZ ,

for all species ir, then

r(<p + <p0,A) = T(<p,A) . (2.35)

This follows immediately from the form (2.33) of the tunnelling terms in the boundary
action. Recalling the remarks concerning the minimal charges made in Section 2.4, and

in particular equation (2.21), the period comes out to be

27r
n ,,

(fo = = 2-ïïldn
Qmin

The analogue of the equations (2.27) for the charge and current density is

1 A

ia(x,t) = -aH—£aßdß<p + T[ip,a] . (2.36)
Z7T oaa[x,t)

The fact that the the second term depends on ip modifies the (Ex = 0)-equations (2.28)
and thus invalidate, in general, the charge transport equation (2.31). Nevertheless, if

the pulse l~l satisfies the quantization condition

S(p(n) = m<po ,
m e Z

, (2.37)

then the charge transport equation (2.31) also holds in presence of tunnelling ! This

follows from the following argument.
Lemma. If the pulse satisfies (2.37), then the contribution to (2.29) coming from

the second term in (2.36) vanishes.
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Vn

T

Vni

Figure 2.15: The T-periodic extension of a pulse.

Proof. Given a pulse Fl, one can define its T-periodic extension, nT, (defined for large

enough T) as shown in Figure 2.15.

Let VnT (t) and ipnT (t) denote the potential difference and axion configurations of the

T-periodic extended pulse. One can rewrite (2.29) as

6Q(n) = lim 6Q[X;T](n) = lim ôQ[x>T](r\T)
r->oo T->oo

The contribution to SQ[x>T](\~\t) due to the second term in (2.36) is

+Ï
6

I
2

dt

Sax(x,t)
T[(pnT,a = 0] (2.38)

Because of the invariance of T[ip, A] under a gauge transformation a' = a + dô, one has

dtT-^n^A] + dXx f ^T[<p,A] = 0
6at(x,t) '6ax(x,t)'

and one can write

8ax(x,t)
I>,0] = dtU[<p;x,t] ,

where the function U[<p;x,t], which depends on the axion field configuration ip and the

spacetime point (x,t), is given by

X

U[<p;x,t] =
-

j
- / dy

Sat(y,t)
r>,o]
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The function U is periodic in <~p, with period </?o, as follows from equation (2.35),

U[<p{;-) + <Po;x,t] = U[(p(-,-);x,t] ,

and does not depend on time explicitly,

U[ip(-, --At);x,t + At] = U[<p(-, -);x,t]

For the axion configurations of the T-extended pulse one finds

T

t+T

ipnT (t + T)- <pnT (t) = j dt VnT (t) = j dt VnT (t)

(2.39)

(2.40)

1
2

J dtvn(t) = Mn)

Using equations (2.40) and (2.41), expression (2.38) can be rewritten as

^
2

5
dt

= U

= U

= u

Sax(x,t)
r[<pnT,a = 0]

(pnT(-,-);x,+: U ^HtV, ')',X,

(pnT(;--T);x,-- -U 9?nT(', vi xi

T

T

ipnT(-,-)-6ip(n);x,-- -u v2nT(-, •); xi

T

(2.41)

If S(p(\l) = rrnpo, then the above expression vanishes, as follows from (2.39). D

This result can be used to determine the value of the period <p0, and thus the value of

the smallest electric charge of bulk/boundary excitations qm;n = 2-ïï/ipo, by the following

"pulse" experiment. Measuring the average charge transport 6Q(5cp) corresponding to

integrated voltage pulses Sep
6 for constrictions of different width, one expects to find

results as displayed in graph in Figure 2.16, from which the value of ip0 could be inferred.

One should remark that, to carry out such an experiment, one must connect both

ends of the sample, L and R, to conductors, whose charge carriers are electrons (of unit

charge). Thus, when the average transported charge induced by a pulse is fractional,

important fluctuations in measurements of the total charge transported during the pulse
must arise. But when the pulse fulfills the quantization condition (2.37), the average

transported charge is integer,

oH
ÔQ =

2n
rmpo = —unlm Z

and the fluctuations can be expected to essentially vanish.

6ôtp of order 1 corresponds to a pulse of order 10~16Vs, which can be generated in experiments [En]
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Figure 2.16: The "pulse" experiment, and predicted results.
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2.5.4 Tunnelling currents

In this subsection we discuss the charge transport in the transverse direction of the sample
due to tunneling processes across a constriction.

The flow of charge per unit time through a slice of fixed y-coordinate ya\ is given by

In the case considered in (2.25), this current is independent of ys\, and reads

Aunnel[<P,a](t) = — dx Ex + / dx
. J[y,o] . (2.42)

The first term describes the usual IQHF charge transport, which vanishes for Ex = 0,
while the second term comes from the tunnelling processes at the constriction. For

Ex = 0 and for a static axion configuration, (p(x), one may argue that the effective

action F depends only on the value of the axion field at the constriction (located at xc),

T[(p,a] = re(ipc) , <pc = (p(xc) , (2.43)

where Tc is a periodic function of one variable with period cp0.

The value ipc in a static configuration can be tuned by applying equal but opposite
fluxes of magnetic fields to the left (L) and the right (R) side of the constriction (see
Figure 2.17), as follows from equation (2.24),

<£c

Xc

= f dxLB(x) = -$L = $R ,

where the RHS is recognised to be the magnetix flux through the sample on the left side

of the constriction. The tunnelling current in such an experiment is given by

/tunnel = J~TC . (2.44)

as follows from equations (2.42) and (2.43). A measurement of this current could give
information on the behaviour of the function Tc, and in particular on its period ip0.
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Figure 2.17: The "tunnel" experiment, and predicted results.
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Chapter A

Appendix to chapter 2

A.l The Aß-category
and abelian Chern-Simons theory

In this Appendix we describe the A^-ribbon category, which arises from abelian Chern-

Simons theory.

The data of the A^-ribbon category are the following.
Data 1: Objects. AR = R.

Data 2: Fusion product. N?p = 5r+p_9io. This implies that all objects are simple cur¬

rents.

Data 3; Unit. 1 = 0.

Data 4: Conjugation. r+ = —r.

Data 5; Spin. sr = y
mod 1. The monodromies then are Qr(p) = Qp(r) = —rp.

We note the following properties.

Property 1: Topological invariants of graphs.
The topological amplitude of a A^-labelled Feynman graph corresponds to an expecta¬
tion value of an observable in abelian Chern-Simons theory. This is a (2 + l)-dimensional
field theory for a vector potential, bß, with Chern-Simons action (see (2.9))

S[b]= f d3x j-£^\dvbx . (A.l)

The topological amplitude of a Anj-labelled Feynman graph, Q, is then given by

/cv _

JPb(x)e^O(Ç)
^

"

fDb(x)e*W
' { '

where 0(G) is the observable defined by the following rule: each edge, 7, contributes

with a factor

„27H r
f b

e jt
,

where r is the real number that labels the edge. The framing of the graph is necessary

to regularize the path integral. One must respect the following rules:
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(i) an edge labelled by 0 does not contribute to the amplitude;

(ii) reversing the orientation of an edge is equivalent to replacing r by —r = r+;

(iii) the action (A.l) is invariant under gauge transformations b —> b + dQ; the ob¬

servable of a graph is seen to be gauge-invariant iff at each vertex with incoming edges

r, p, q the rule r + p + q = 0 is fulfilled.

Property 2: States and scalar product between states.

Suppose that the electric current density is given by (see equation (2.8))

Jß = Vol £- e"uXdvbx .

Then the electric charge of a source labelled by the real number r is given by

Qr = y/ÖHT ,

as claimed in equation (2.10). This can be seen as follows. Let D be a small disk in M2;
the electric charge in the region D is

Q

and can be rewritten as

1 d

d
= d2x J°(x) = t/<7h~ / dx%

D dD

Qd — \fo~H
2m dB

^2ni6 fSD dx'b,

0=0

1 d

2ÏH do 0(Gan,e)

where GdD,e is the observable of the circle dD labelled with 9. Let vj e Tin be a state

belonging to a Ar source configuration Q. It follows from (A.2) and (2.4) that the

expectation value of the charge in D in the state ip is

bl>,Qpil>)

(VsV)

rr J- A.
UH 2th d6 (Gxp u GdDfl)

{Gi)

where G-^ = S^\\S^. Suppose now that in the source configuration Q there is exactly
one source, labelled by r, in the disk region D. Then the <9.D-edge circles around an

r-edge in the graph Q^ U Göd,b- Let [G$ U GdD,e]puil denote the graph where the dD-edge
has been pulled through the r-edge (see Figure A.l).

Then one has

(G^UGöDfi) = ([G^GaD,e]puüy2M~er)

and one finds

1 d_
2ÏH d9

(G^ U GdD,e) = r(G$) +
1 d

2Ïïï d9
([G^GdD,e]pun)

The second term vanishes, since (JGtj> U GdD,e]pun) is symmetric in 9

finds

(ip,Qptp)

OM)

-9. Hence one

oH r
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Gij) U GdD,e [G* u GoD,e]paü

Figure A.l: Pulling the 0-circle through the r-edge.

A.2 Tools of chiral conformai field theory in (1 + 1)-
dimensions

In this Appendix we describe some aspects of CCFT used in this work.

We consider a physical system in a ring, i.e., with a space-time Q = SL x R, as, for

example, the boundary system of a finite quantum Hall sample. Let x° be the time- and

x1 G [0, L[ the space coordinate. The light-cone coordinates are defined as x± = x° ± x1

(the velocity of the boundary modes is defined to be 1).
By a chiral conformai field theory one means a conformai field theory describing

quantum mechanical degrees of freedom that are purely leftmoving/rightmoving. Equiv-

alently, this means that the fields depend only on one light-cone coordinate,

<5>(x°,xl) = <S>'(x+) I §(x\xl) = $r(oT) .

Of course, all these fields are periodic in the light-cone coordinate, with period L. The

local chiral fields form an algebra of operators on the Hilbert space of states, called the

chiral algebra and denoted by A

A.2.1 The Virasoro algebra

The energy-momentum tensor of a conformai field theory is traceless, T+_ = 0. If the

theory is chiral then there is only one nonvanishing component of the energy-momentum

tensor, which is contained in the chiral algebra,

T++(x°,xl) = T'(x+) e A'

T^(x\xl) = Tr(x-) e Ä

The Fourier modes, Ln, defined by

2tt

(T__ = 0)

(T++ = 0)

T(0 =

L2 E^
m^Ç c

24
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(£ = x^, satisfy the commutation relations of the Virasoro algebra with central charge
c,

[Lm,Ln] = (m-n)Lm+n + —(m3 - m)<5m _„ .

The Hamiltonian of the theory is

L L

Hl,r =

JdxToo
= f> „± rr'/r,^ 2tt

dxToo = j dx±T'
(x*)

= —

l/r C

L°
24

(A.3)

Irreducible representations of the Virasoro algebra are typically highest-weight repre¬

sentations with vector space HCja characterized by the value of the central charge, c, and

by their conformai weight, A, i.e., the smallest eigenvalue of Lq. Such representations
are unitary in the following cases:

(i)

c> 1
,
A > 0

(ii) For a central charge given by

Cfc 1-
6

(& + 2)(A; + 3)

and the conformai weights given by

k
_

[(k + 3)p-(k + 2)q]2-l

k = l,2,...

Afc =

P,Q 4(k + 2)(k + 3)
1<q<p< k + 1

For a given value of k, the representations with conformai weight A£ give all the

unitary representations of the Virasoro algebra with central charge c^. Considering
this algebra as a chiral algebra, one can furnish this set with the structure of a

ribbon category, denoted by Vir/».

For k = 1, one finds three representations, l,o,£. Conformai weights and fusion

rules are given by

Vwviabel A

1 0

o
i

16

£
1

4

* 1 O £

1 1

O O l+£

£ £ o 1
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A.2.2 û(l)-current algebra

A chiral conserved current is described by a chiral field in the chiral algebra

J'(x°,x1) = 2J+(x°,x1) = j\x+) e A' (J+ = 2J_ = 0) ,

J+(x°,x1) = 2J_(x°,x1) = f(x~) e Ä (J- = 2J+ = 0) .

The Fourier modes, Jn, defined by

Fön
m =

L
£'«e«n^f

(£ = x±), oh is a normalization factor), satisfy the commutation relations of u(l)-current
algebra,

[Jm,Jn] = rn6m-n . (A.4)

The charge operator of the theory is

L L

Ql/r = fdxJ°= f dx^f^x*) = Jo

Irreducible representations of w(l)-current algebra are typically highest weight rep¬

resentations with vector space Hr characterized by the value of their charge, r, the

constant eigenvalue of J0. Defining Virasoro generators by the Sugawara construction,

n

(' JmJn '= JmJn, for m < 0, and : JmJn := JnJm, f°r m > 0), one finds that the

representations %r can be decomposed into irreducible representations of the Virasoro
2

algebra with central charge c = 1; the smallest conformai weight is Ar = y.
The set of

irreducible representations of u(l)-current algebra can be furnished with the structure

of a ribbon category denoted by Aqri) = AK, which has been described in Appendix A.l.

The coupling of a chiral current to an external vector potential is anomalous. This

has been shown using various techniques [anom]. The simplest way to see this is the

following. Let us consider the leftmoving case (the rightmoving case is analogous). The

coupling of the chiral current to an external electromagnetic vector potential is given by
the density

J^x^x^a^x^x1) = J-(x°,x1)a_(x°,x1) .

Since the free Hamiltonian (A.3) is quadratic in the current densities, as follows from

(A.5), the effective action for the coupling to the external electromagnetic vector poten¬
tial is easily computed as

w [a] = - d2x d2y a_(x) i(j (x)J (y)) a_(y)
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where (J (x)J (y)) is the time-ordered vacuum expectation value of two chiral current

densities. The gauge variation of this effective action is found to be

6ew[a] = (-1) f d2x d2y Q(x) dx-(J-(x)J-(y))a_(y) . (A.6)

One has that

dx-(j-(x)J-(y)) = (dx-J~(x)J~(y)) + (lJ-(x),J-(y)])S(x°-y0) , (A.7)

where the second term is due to the fact that (...) is a time ordered expectation

value, and dx- involves a time derivative. From (A.4) one can compute the anomalous

commutator

[J~(x),J-(y)] = [J(x+),J(y+)] = aH^-dx+5(x+-y+) . (A.8)

Using (A.7), cL J- = 0 and (A.8), one can rewrite (A.6) as

Sew[a] = -^Jd2xd2yG(x)dx+ô(x+-y+)S(x0-y°)a.(y)
= -Gjt \Sx d2y e^ dx+s(x+ - y+^x~ - y~ïa-^

/ Sx Q(x) dx+a^(x) .

oh_

The effective action is redefined by adding a local polynomial in the external electro¬

magnetic potential (such redefinition is allowed in field theory), namely by

w[a] = w[a] — —— / d2x a_(x)a+(x)

Its gauge variation reads

#eiü[a] = 5©û)[a] 4- — / d2x Q(x) (d~a+(x) + d+a-(x))
TT J

= — / d2x G(x) (d-a+(x) — d+a_(x))
27T J

= oH
f d2xQ —EH

,

J 47T

as claimed in equation (2.13).

A.2.3 Nonabelian current algebra

Let g be a semisimple, compact Lie algebra, with generators Ta, structure constants fabc
and Killing form k.

The nonabelian generalization of equations (A.4) are the g-current algebra commu¬

tation relations at level k,

\ ja t6] _ -fab jc -A-krriKabb
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For A; G N, there is a finite number of unitary irreducible representations. Defining the

Virasoro generators by a Sugawara construction similar to (A.5), one finds that all these

representations can be decomposed into unitary representations of the Virasoro algebra
of fixed central charge c0)fc. They can be equipped with the structure of a modular

category, denoted by Ag^..
Let g = su(2). The set of objects is

Asù(2)t = {(i) I 0 < i < k} ;

the fusion product is given by

(j\ ±(j\ —

ymin[!+j,2J;-(i+j)] (j\ .

Kl)*KJ)
—

2^l=\i-j\,l-(i+j) even W '

the unit is 1 = (0). The conjugation is given by (i)+ — (i). The conformai weights,

which define the spins, are A(j) = l\l^2\
For k = 1, conformai weights and fusion rules are given by

* 1 £

1 1

£ £ 1

su(2)1-label A

1 = (0) 0

e = (l)
i

4

For k = 2, conformai weights and fusion rules are given by

* (0) (1) (2)

(0) (0)

(1) (1) (0) + (2)

(2) (2) (1) (0)

s«(2)2-label A

(0) 0

(1)
3

16

(2)
1

2

A.2.4 Coset construction

The coset construction was invented in chiral conformai field theory [GKOl]. Let h c-)- g

be an embedding of semisimple Lie algebras of index / (see [FuSch]). Let A^jk ^> AQtk
be the corresponding embedding of current algebras.

In conformai field theory language, the coset construction defines a coset chiral alge¬
bra Ag/t,, which contains itself a Virasoro algebra whose central charge is given by the

difference cg/t) = cQtk
-

c^Ik.

In ribbon category language, the coset construction defines the coset ribbon category,

A0/|,, which is (thought to be) the ribbon category of the unitary representations of

Ag/if. The objects in the coset category carry a label in the A0jfc-category and a label

in the A(,;/fc-category; there are rules that say which labels are allowed, which labels

must be identified with each other (and possibly if new labels must be added); see

[SchYal, SchYa2] \

1This construction is known to be consistent in the most cases, except for the so called Maverick

coset theories; see [PSW]
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The series of Virasoro minimal models is known to be obtained from the coset con¬

struction [GK02]

In particular,

Virk —

su(2)i x su(2)k

su(2)k+l
(A.9)

Vir-i
su(2)i x su(2)i

sm(2)2
(A.10)

The relation between Ayjri-labels and As5(2)iXsù(2)i ,sïï(2)2 is given in the following table:

s«(2^s«(2)i ylabel
su(2)2 I

Vzri-label

00

0

11

2

10

1

01

1

11

0

00

2

10

0

00

1

11

2

01

2

11

1

11

0

n
x
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Permutation statistics

condition

g-27T0(/J|/)
Abelian braid statistics

condition

Figure A.2: Permutation- and abelian braid statistics.

A.3 Remarks on the statistics of ribbon categories

In this Appendix we briefly describe the possible types of statistics of a ribbon category

A ribbon category is said to obey permutation statistics iff the topological amplitude
associated to an arbitrary graph satisfies the condition represented in Figure A.2 Oth¬

erwise it is said to obey braid statistics. Permutation statistics is equivalent to [FrGa]

V/iî/A, NX>1: sfl + sl,-sx^0 mod 1 (All)

Moreover, if this is the case, then all spins must be either 0 or 1.

One says that the braid statistics is abelian iff the topological amplitude associated

to an arbitrary graph satisfies the condition represented in Figure A.2. Otherwise the

braid statistics is said to be nonabelian. Abelian braid statistics is equivalent to

VfiuX, NXU>1: sß + su- sx = 4>(p, v) mod 1 (A 12)
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Chapter 3

Topological field theory

interpretation of string topology

3.1 Introduction

In this Chapter we discuss an application of topological field theory to mathematics,

and, more precisely, to "String topology". The content is taken from the paper [CFP].

3.1.1 Summary

We study the "string homology" defined by Chas and Sullivan [ChSu] from the coho-

mological point of view of topological field theory. That is, we propose to explain the

following diagram:

Section 2 Section 3

String homology

UM

GL(n, C) TFT with

Lie Group G

Observables = ÖG

Section 4

S\

TFT interpretation
of String topology

: S(H*M) —* ÜGL^

We expose our ideas as follows.

In Section 3.2 we recall the notion of string homology, H*M, of an oriented, d-

dimensional manifold M. In particular, we show how to endow the symmetric algebra,

S(H*M), over string homology with the structure of a Gerstenhaber/Superpoisson al¬

gebra, depending on whether d is odd/even.
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In Section 3.3 we define the topological field theory (TFT) underlying our analysis. It

is a generalization of (2 + l)-dimensional Chern-Simons theory [Wi]. It is defined over an

arbitrary differentiable, oriented, d-dimensional manifold, M. Its formulation requires
the data of a Lie group G and a connection, A, on a principal C-bundle, P, over M. The

space of observables, ÖG, is furnished with the structure of a Gerstenhaber/Superpoisson
algebra, depending on whether d is odd/even. The interesting observable is the so-called

"generalized Wilson loop", which takes values in the string cohomology of M.

The main result is presented in Section 3.4. We define a map which associates to

any element in string homology its pairing with the generalized Wilson loop. It turns

out that, for G = GL(n,C), this map induces a Gerstenhaber/Superpoisson algebra

homomorphism, Sh, from S(fi*M) to (9Gi(n>). This is equivalent to saying that the

cobracket on string cohomology induced by the bracket on string homology, applied to

generalized Wilson loops is given by the field theory bracket between two generalized
Wilson loops.

Remark 1. For d = 3, the TFT model corresponds to the Batalin-Vilkovisky (BV)
extension of 3-dimensional Chern-Simons theory [AKSZ].

Remark 2. In this work we only consider the case when the principal bundle is trivial,
P = M x G, and admits a flat connection. But a generalization to nontrivial bundles is

possible; see [CFP].
Remark 3. To generalize the considerations of this work to an arbitrary group, one

has to replace string homology, rl*M, with chord homology, ri^M:

Chord homology

HC}M

TFT with

Lie Group G

Observables = OG

TFT interpretation
of Chord topology

Sh : S(H*M)
ch oG

String homology is obtained from chord homology by taking the quotient with a

suitable ideal which knows about a property of GL(n,C); see [CFP]. Restricting to

string homology simplifies the exposition, but does not avoid the key point which the

proof of the Theorem in Section 3.4 relies.

The problem of chord homology and toplogical field theory has already been studied

in [AMR] in the case d = 2. It is shown that H0M is a Poisson algebra, that the space

ÖG is the symplectic space of flat G-connections on M, and that the map which asso¬

ciates to a chord diagram the corresponding generalized holonomy is a Poisson algebra

homomorphism.
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3.1.2 Gerstenhaber/Superpoisson algebras

The concepts of Gerstenhaber/Superpoisson algebras appear frequently in the following.
It is thus advisable to recall their definition. A Z2-graded commutative algebra A, with

grading denoted by | • |, equipped with an odd (e = 1)/ even (e = 0) bracket

{•;}: Ax A —> A

(AUA2) i—)- {Ai;A2}

fulfilling

(1) Antisymmetry

{AX;A2} = -(-ljd^l^KI^I^)^;^} , (3.1)

(2) Leibnitz rule

{Al;A2Az} = {Ai;A2}A3 + (-iyA^A^A2{Ai;A3} , (3.2)

(3) Jacobi identity

{Ai;{A2;A3}} = {{A1;^2};A3}4-(-l)^1l+e)(|A2l+£){A2;{^1;yl3}} , (3.3)

is called a Gerstenhaber algebra (e = 1)/ Superpoisson algebra (e = 0).

3.1.3 Notations

We list here the most important notations used in this chapter.

Section 3.2

Symbol Meaning

M,d Closed oriented manifold of dimension d

(^)ß=i...d Local coordinates on M

IM 3 1 Loop space over M, a loop in M

(it )ß=i...d,tes1 Local coordinates on LM

it,tf "Velocity" of the loop, and its components in local coordinates

SM 3 s String space over M, a string in M

V'ïP Local section from SM to LM

(ot )ß=i...d,tes1 Local coordinates on SM

st, à$ "Velocity" of the string, and its components in local coordinates

HM String homology
et Differential on string and loop space

SMX Space of pairs of intersecting strings in M

$ String connecting map from SMX to SM

Cx Localization current of SMX in SM x SM

\") '/string String bracket on string homology

S(HM) Symmetric algebra over %*M
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Section 3.3

Symbol Meaning
TFT Topological field theory
£ Algebra of the supernumbers

G.fl.Ug Lie group, its Lie algebra, and its universal enveloping algebra
Ta Basis elements of the Lie algebra

Ki Kab Invariant bilinear form on g, and its components in the chosen basis

C A field configuration (g£-valued form on M)
CG Space of field configurations

V(-) Space of (generalized)preobservables (functionals on C)
{•; -}tft Topological field theory bracket (between preobservables)
S Master action or BRST generator
ô BRST operator

o(-) = m(.) (generalized) observables = cohomology classes of 5

D Space components of C in a spacetime split

*,X Gauge fixing functional in BV/BRST-formalism
H*M String cohomology

hoU| Generalized parallel transporter

hp,A Generalized Wilson loop

Section 3.4

Symbol
Ai-)

Meaning
Cobracket on string cohomology, induced by the bracket on string homology

3.2 String topology

In this Section we define "String topology": it is string homology garnished with the

structure of a Gerstenhaber/Superpoisson algebra.

3.2.1 The string space of a manifold

In this subsection we define the loop space of a manifold, and, subsequently, the string

space as the quotient of the former by a circle action. Moreover, we describe how to

define local coordinates on loop- and string space.

One may define the loop space of a manifold M as

LM = {].[•] : S1 —Y M piecewise differentiable} .

Observe that S1 has a marked point, 0, if we interpret S1 as R/Z. Therefore a loop can

be thought of as a parametrized closed curve in M with a marked point, the parameter
t ranging from 0 to 1, and with a tangent vector lt in almost every point.

Let (x/")/J=1 d be local coordinates on a coordinate patch U C M. Then (7^)^=1 djes1

are corresponding local coordinates on the patch LU C LM, defined as 7f (l) = x^(l[£]).
(For loops which extend over different patches, there is a similar construction of local
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coordinates; but it is not needed here). The components of the tangent vector lt are

denoted by 7^.
Loop space carries an obvious circle action

S1 x LM —> LM

(s,l[-]) .—> l[ + s]

The string space, SM, is defined as the quotient of LM by this action 1

S1 m- LM

SM

A string can thus be thought of as a closed curve in M, with a tangent vector st in

almost every point.

Local coordinates on SM can be constructed by choosing a local section SM —> LM

and then using local coordinates on LM; see Figure 3.1. More precisely, let s G SU C

SM be a nonconstant string and p a point on it, such that sp ^ 0. Let ip be a function

on M defined in a neighbourhood of p such that ip(p) =0 and (sp; dip(p)} 7^ 0. A local

section s^)P : <SM —>• LM in a neigbourhood of s is uniquely defined by the requirement
that ip(s^}P(s)[t = 0]) = 0, for any string s that is a sufficiently small deformation of

s. The functions (o^)ß=i d,tesli defined as <rf = 7^ o s^tP, are then local coordinates on

SM in a neighbourhood of s. The components of the tangent vector st are denoted by

String homology is properly defined as the S^equivariant loop space homology, and

is denoted by H*M. The differential on both loop- and string space is denoted by ct
.

3.2.2 Intersections of cycles and currents

In this subsection we explain some concepts and manipulations which will be needed m

the definition of the string bracket (subsection 3.2.3) and in the proof of eq. (3.34) in

subsection 3.4.2.

Let S be a manifold and Sx an oriented immersion of codimension n, which defines

an element of the homology, H*S, of S. Let Cx be the current that localizes on this

immersion, i e., a singular n-form on S with the following properties:

(a) The form localizes on Sx, i.e., for any point s not in Sx one has

c.x = o
.

(b) The form is transverse, i.e., for every point s on Sx and an arbitrary parallel

tangent vector P G TSSX one has

ipCx = 0
.

1The string space is a singular manifold, with singularities arising at the constant loops/strings,
which are fixed points of the circle action.
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S^-action s^(SM) tp = 0

LM

SM

iprP

4> = 0

Figure 3.1: Defining local coordinates on SM.

(c) Let Sx be defined, locally, as the zero-set of functions /i,... , fn, with dfi... dfn ^
0. Then the current Cx is given by

Cx = C*ö(f1)...ö(fn) , (3.4)

where Cx is a regular form, and for every point s in Sx and every multivector

V G Ts5,

'<v,c5),| = |<v,4fi...4f»>J

In particular, Cx defines an orientation on the normal bundle, N(SX), of Sx in S. Given

an i-cycle a G Ht(S), one can define a new cycle by considering the intersection

onCx5xeffi.n(S) .

As a set, it is obtained by intersecting an appropriate representative of a (also denoted

by a) with Sx. The orientation is defined as follows (see Figure 3.2): Let s be a point
in this intersection, P G Al_nTs(aD Sx) the multivector that is the infinitesimal version

at s of a fl Sx, T G AnTsa the multivector in the normal bundle to Sx such that TAP

is the infinitesimal version of a at s. Then one defines

oranG,x5x(P) = or^TAFj.or^)^) ,

where or^s*) is given by the current Cx.
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Figure 3.2: Orienting the intersection.

For any closed form H on S, one has that

(a,CxH) = {ar\Cx SX,H) . (3.5)

Next, let $ be a map from Sx into some other manifold S', and h a closed form

on S"; see Figure 3.2. If for an arbitrary point s in Sx and any parallel multivector

P G A*TSSX, one has that

(P,H)t = (*.P,h)m , (3.6)

then

(a nCx SX,H) = <$(a nCx Sx), h) . (3.7)

3.2.3 The string bracket on string homology

In this subsection we recall how to define a string bracket

{S -jstring : UM x UM —> UM

on string homology. This definition is taken from the article of Chas and Sullivan [ChSu],
but we give the slightly simplified exposition of [CFP].

Define SMX C SM x SM as the space of pairs of strings which intersect transversally
at at least one point. This space is a cycle of codimension d — 2, with (n — l)-fold self-

intersections when the two strings intersect n times. We want to construct the current

corresponding to SMX. The d-form

u}x = 5(x1 -x1)...S(xd-xd)(dx1 - dx1)... (dxd - dxd) G ild(MxM)

is the current for the diagonal in M x M. Let ev be the evaluation map

ev : S1 x LM — M

(t;l) .—>• l[t]
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Define

Cx = f (ev* x ëv*)^

S^xS1

which is a (d—2)-current on LMx LM. It is closed, since lux is closed, and the integration

domain, S1 x Sl, in the above formula has no boundaries. In local coordinates, it reads

YX X v

j -, S = l S= l
d~l i -<\<m-i

^ (k — l)\(d — k — 1)\ / / s £w2-vkVk+ivk+2-i>d
=1

s=0 s=0

From this expression it is easy to see that it is horizontal, and thus also invariant, with

respect to the two circle actions on the two factors of LM x LM. Hence, Cx defines a

closed (d — 2)-current on SM x SM. Let (s, s) be a point in SMX, with p the (single)
intersection point. In suitable coordinates on M, sp = äfr(p) aim ^p

~ âf^O3)- One

defines local coordinates on SM using tp(-) = xx(-) — xl(p) and %[)() — xd(-) — xd(p),
as explained in subsection 3.2.1. (In such coordinates one has <rf=0(s) = xß(p), and

analogously for s.) At (s, s), we then find the local expression

SIX \~-\d— 1 ( — 1)* j. V2 J- Vk /}-— vk + l J-—

u(s,s)
~~

2^k=i

(k-iy.(d-k-iy.

£it>2-VkVk+i-Pd-id a o0

.. .a
o0 a

o0 .. .a ot

8(o*-&*)...Siot'-öt1)
(s,s)

~~

'L->k=l
{k-l)\{d-k-l)\

cli>2-VkVk+i-Vd-id "• u0 • • " "o "^0 " ^0 /g_g\

We now must check that this is the current corresponding to SMX; (see subsection

3.2.2).

(a) Cx is localized on SMX, since, as one can see from (3.8), it vanishes when the two

strings do not intersect.

(b) A tangent vector, v + v, at (s, s) is parallel to SMX iff there exist real numbers a

and ä such that

vq + as0 = 'üo + öEo . (3.10)

A simple calculation shows that Cx is transverse to SMX, i.e., for all vectors

P — v + v fulfilling (3.10), one has

lpCxs-s) = 0
.

(c) Comparing (3.9) to equation (3.4) in subsection 3.2.2, we see that the regular part
of Cx at (s, s) is given by

cTl,
= T -—J"1)

.—TT7 £!,,,.„.,,.,,...*, ,rf <f ^... do"Qk dôlk+l... do**-1-rx
_

V^ \~L) + vi

'(M) Z^ (fc _ n|U
_ £ _ \\\ £^2-Vkïk+l-i>d-ld

a O0
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<$>(o,o)

Figure 3.3: The map $.

ld-2
- O,

l-l

and the localization functions are given by

h = o0
-

<70 ... /d

It is easy to see that at (s, s)

Let

<S>:SMy SM (3.11)

be the map that associates to two intersecting strings their concatenation, with an

appropriate scaling of the velocity vectors, as shown in Figure 3.3. This map is nearly

everywhere well-defined, namely on pairs of strings with one self-intersection, but n-

valued when the two strings intersect n times.

The string bracket is defined on string homology by (see also Figure 3.4)

{•:•}string UM x UM

(a, a)

~* Ul+l+2^M

-> {a;ä} = (-l)'(J+,)$((axâ)nCx SMX)
(3.12)

(We omit the subscript "string" in the following). The rôle of Cx is to orient the cycle
obtained by intersecting an appropriately transversal representative axä with SMX;
see subsection 3.2.2. The sign factor appearing in (3.12) is chosen in such a way that

the bracket is even, for even d, and odd, for odd d; in fact, it then satisfies:

^1) Antisymmetry

{a;a} = -(-1) (|o|+d)(|a|+d) {a; a}

as can be checked by exchanging the factors in (3.12), and using Ex*Cx = (—l)1+dC>
with Ex the map that permutes the factors in SM x SM.
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<SMx<SM

Figure 3 4 The definition of the string bracket
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(2) Jacobi identity

{a;{b;c}} = {{a; b}; c} + (-l)(M+«0<IH+«0{6; {a; c}} ,

(the proof is quite complicated; see Appendix B.l).

Here the degree | • | of a cycle is its dimension.

Consider the symmetric algebra S(UM) over UM-, with the grading given by | • |.
Extending the bracket as a superderivation, namely in such a way that the

(3) Leibnitz rule

{a;bc} = {a;b}c+(-l)^al+d)b{a;c}

is fulfilled, S(UM) becomes a

O a super-Poisson algebra (even bracket), for d even,

O a Gerstenhaber algebra (odd bracket), for d odd.

3.3 A topological field theory

In this Section we define the TFT model underlying our analysis.

3.3.1 Symplectic supermanifolds with BRST generator

The configuration space/phase space of the topological field theory models defined in

subection 3.3.2 has the structure of an odd/even symplectic supermanifold with a BRST

generator, whose cohomology corresponds to the space of observables. In this subsection

we briefly explain these concepts. (For a precise definition of differential geometry on

supermanifolds see [DeWitt].)

Let C be a supermanifold. (Such will be the configuration space/phase space of the

field theory.) Let V denote the supercommutative algebra of superfunctions on C, with

grading denoted by | • |; it will be called the space of preobservables. An odd/even
bracket on C is a map

{•;•}: VxV —+ V

(Oi,02) .— {Oi;02}

with the properties (1) Antisymmetry (3.1), (2) Leibnitz rule (3.2), and (3) Jacobi iden¬

tity (3.3). If the bracket is odd, (V, {•;•}) becomes a Gerstenhaber algebra. If the

bracket is even, (V, {•; •}) becomes a Superpoisson algebra.
The bracket defines an odd/even symplectic structure on C if it is nondegenerate,

that is, iff

Vx G C, O G V with dOx ^0,3OeV: {O; 0}(x) ± 0
.

Remark that an odd/even symplectic structure is equivalent to a closed, non-degenerate
two-form on C of odd/even degree.
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A BRST generator is an even/odd superfunction S G V satisfying the master equa¬

tion

{S;S} = 0
.

It permits one to define an operator

5: V — V

O i— 00 = {S;0} .

Notice that the operator S can be identified with an odd vector field on C, acting from

the left on V. It is of degree 1,

\ÖO\ = |0| + lmod2 ;

it is a derivation for the product,

0(0,02) = (601)02 + (-l)^OiS02 , (3.13)

a consequence of the Leibnitz rule; it is a derivation for the bracket,

S{Oi;02} = {50i;02} + (-l)\°^{Oi;802} , (3.14)

a consequence of the Jacobi identity; and finally it is nilpotent,

5o5 = 0
,

a consequence of the master equation. Thus one can define the cohomology of S,

Due to eqs. (3.13) and (3.14), product and bracket descend to cohomology. Thus,

(Ö, {•; •}) inherits the structure of a Gerstenhaber/Superpoisson algebra; it will be called

the algebra of observables of the field theory.

Remark. Symplectic supermanifolds are constructed when one tries to quantize field

theories with gauge symmetries [HeTe].

• The odd case (e = 1) appears in the BV-extension of Lagrangian field theories

with (reducible) gauge symmetry algebra, which might close only on-shell. The

original space of field configurations, C0, is extended by first introducing ghosts

(and ghosts of ghosts, ... ), and then by introducing antifields for fields and for

ghosts (and for ghosts of ghosts, ... ); the extended space, C, carries the canonical

odd symplectic strucure
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where (f)a axe all the fields and </>+ all the antifields. The original action .So, a

function on Co, is extended to a so-called master action S, a function on C, which

satisfies the master equation {S; S} = 0. The gauge invariant observables of the

original field theory are in one to one correspondence with cohomology classes of

the operator S(-) = {S; }. Gauge fixing is achieved by choosing an odd function

of the fields, ^ (</>); the effective action

&,(</>) = S

can in general be used in the path integral quantization or to pass to the Hamil¬

tonian formalism by means of a Legendre transformation.

The even case (e = 0) appears in the BRST-extension of Hamiltonian field the¬

ories with (reducible) first-class constraints. The original phase space, C0 is ex¬

tended by introducing ghosts and antighosts (and ghosts of ghosts and antighosts
of antighosts, ... ); the extended space, C, carries a canonical even symplectic
structure which is an extension of the original one. In local Darboux coordinates

it reads

where (na,$a) are conjugate pairs of degree pa (e.g., original coordinates and

momenta, or ghosts and antighosts). One can construct a BRST generator S, a

function on C, which satisfies the master equation {S; S} = 0. The cohomology
of the operator ô(-) = {S; •} is identified with the space of constrained, gauge-

invariant observables of the original theory. In particular, the original Hamiltonian

H0, is extended to a BRST-invariant one, H, with {S; H} = 0. Gauge fixing is

achieved by choosing an odd function, x-, on the extended phase space. The gauge

fixed action then reads

&x = fdt <5>Tl-H + {S,x} • (3.15)

3.3.2 The topological field theory model

In this subsection, we introduce a class of topological field theory models. We define the

configuration/phase space and the BRST-operator. Finally we discuss the connection

between the odd- and even-dimensional case.

Superalgebras

Let £ denote the algebra of supernumbers (see [DeWitt]). A superalgebra is a Z2-graded

algebra over R which is also an £-bimodule. We remark that any Z2-graded algebra X

over M. can be turned into a superalgebra by defining its free £-bimodule, which is

denoted by X£. The grading on superalgebras is denoted by | |. Notice that £ is a

superalgebra.
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The tensor product superalgebra of two superalgebras X\,X2 is denoted by

Xx-X2 = Xl ®£ X2 = X2 ®£ Xi ;

for notational symplicity, one writes x\ <g> x2 = xix2 = (—l)'Xl"X2'a;2Xi. Observe that

£-A = X.

Field configurations

The field theory is defined over a differentiable, oriented, d-dimensional manifold M.

Let P = M x G be a trivial principal bundle over M with structure group G. Denote

by g the Lie algebra of G, by Ug the corresponding universal enveloping algebra, and

by k(-, ) an invariant nondegenerate bilinear form on g, which, for notational simplicity,

we suppose to be given by the trace in some representation p0: k(-, ) = trPo[- •].
Let CG = Vt*(M)£ g£. The space of field configurations is defined as

CG = {CeCG\\C\ = l} .

In the following, the group G is not indicated, unless necessary. One notices that the

components, Cßl ßk(x) G £, of a field configuration C G C, are bosonic for odd k and

fermionic for even k; (a labels a basis in g).

Preobservables

A generalized preobservable is a functional on the space of field configurations with

values in a superalgebra X, i.e., it is an element of

v(x) = n°(c,x)

The grading on V(X) is given by the grading on X. The space of (ordinary) pre¬

observables is V = V(£). Though not strictly necessary, the concept of generalized
preobservables turns out to be very convenient in the following.

The (tensor) product of two preobservables is defined as a map from V(X\) x V(X2)
to V(X\ X2) in the obvious way. For (ordinary) preobservables, it becomes a product
from V x V to V.

Bracket between preobservables

We begin by defining the two operators

<JC" SC
: V(X) —*V(X-n*(M)-g)

as follows:

d_
dt

r —> -|

^

0(C + tn) = Jtrpo njçO = (-1)<WI> J tr,0
~

M
L J

M

n
S

(3.16)
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for O G V(X) and arbitrary n G C\. The signs are chosen in such a way that these two

operators act from the left/right as operators of degree d+1, i.e., such that the Leibnitz

rules

-> -» ->•

^(Oi02) = (^01)02 + (-l)l°1Kd+1)01(^02) , (3.17)

4- 4-4-

(Oi02)-^ = (-l)l°2|(d+1)(Oi^)02 + 01(02^) (3.18)

hold. Moreover, one has

±0 = (-l)(^DIoi+i0A
. (3.19)

oG oC

Next, we define the bracket, {•; -}tft, by

{•;-}tft: V(X,)xV(X2) — V(XX X2)

(Oi,02) h. {Oi;02} = (-l)^dJM trpo °l5C5C°2

(3.20)

(We omit the subscript TFT in the following). The signs are chosen in such a way that,
for d even, {•; •} is an even bracket, while for d odd it is an odd bracket. In fact, {•; •}
has the following properties:

(1) Antisymmetry,

{Oi,02} = -(_i)(IOil+<0(|O2|+<Q{O2;Ol} ; (3.21)

a consequence of (3.19);

(2) Leibnitz rule

{Oi;0203} = {Oi;02}03 + (-l)l02l(l0l^02{01;03} , (3.22)

a consequence of (3.17);

(3) Jacobi identity

{Oi;{02;03}} = {{01;02};03} + (-ip^XKWjO,; {Oi;03}} , (3.23)

which can be checked by using (3.19), (3.17) and the definition (3.20) .

We observe that, for a manifold A, for multivector fields vi G Cl*(A) and for gener¬

alized preobservables Oi G V(Cl*(Ai)g), the contraction (= infinitesimal integration of

chains with given orientation) can be understood as an operator, acting from the left

and of degree |uj|, namely

1n*(A2)£{C)i;02} = {tVlOi,02} . ,

ln*{Al)£-LV2{Oi;02} = (-l)M^\oll){0i.iv202} {^V
"Vl

An explicit calculation on V reveals that

nV.^);^,..^)} = (-l)k^(x-y)Kab£ßl..m+1...ßd . (3.25)
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BRST generator and observables

Let A be a flat connection on P, i.e., A G Cl1 (M,g) with dA + \[A,A] = 0. We define

an "action" functional, S, by

S[C] = J trpo \cdAc + ^c3 eV

M

This functional has total degree d + 1 and is constructed so as to satisfy the master

equation,

{S;S} = 0
.

It is thus to be thought of as a BRST generator. Being independent of the choice of a

metric on M, the field theoretical model is called topological
S defines an odd differential, S, on the algebra of preobservables by

S: V(X) —* V(X)
O >-> {S;0}

"

S has another important property: The bracket between S and a field component C is

given by

{S;C} = (-l)d(dAC + C2) , (3.26)

or, more explicitly,

{S;Ca^k(x)} = (-l)d+k(dAC + C%^k(x)

This is a key equation for proving the fundamental identity (3.30), below.

The cohomology of 8,

Ö(-) = H*SV(-) ,

defines the algebra of generalized observables of the topological field theory. Because of

(3.22) and (3.23), respectively, product and bracket descend to cohomology; the gener¬

alized observables thus have the structure of

O a super-Poisson algebra (even bracket), for d even,

O a Gerstenhaber algebra (odd bracket), for d odd.

Relation between the odd- and the even-dimensional theories

Let N 3 x be an oriented manifold with dim N = d even, and M = I x N 3 (t,x) with

the product orientation. For notational simplicity, the Lie algebra part of the forms is

omitted.

On M, the topological field theory is to be interpreted as a Lagrangian field theory
with master action Srtd+1l Let us write the fields on M as

d
_. ^

i

C = dtCt + D = J2dt TÂdxn dxlkCtn.^k + J2 ydxn dxlk°^ **

k=0
'

k=0
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From (3.25) it follows that one can choose as fields and corresponding antifields, respec¬

tively,

1

Dll-lk ^
(d-k)

ii...ikik+1...idri
fc+1-

After choosing a gauge in which the connection A has vanishing time component, At = 0,

one finds

5[d+i][Ctj £>] = fdt hdAD + D^ct + X-t)D
.

I N

A gauge-fixing functional ^[D] (|\I>| = 1) defines a gauge-fixed action

4d+1][D] = S^
1 A

/~v — Fn...**»k+i...»d £ viz n

A;! 5£>
11...Ik

For a gauge-fixing functional adapted to the product "space-time"' M = I x N of the

form

*[D] = -JdtX[D] ,

where x is some functional of D, with I? interpreted as a form on iV, one finds that

with

4rf+1]LD] = j dtUsW,X}N + \J Dd\ , (3.27)

SM[£>] = ljDdD+2-Dz .

N

We note that the gauge fixed action (3.27) is already in Hamiltonian form, since it is of

first order in time derivatives. Since

{S^;DH...lk(t,x)}\
Ct=A*

(-l)k(dD + D2)H...Zk(t,x)

and

{^;A, .Jx)} = (-l)*(d£> + £>V.u(x) ,

S^ can be interpreted as the BRST-generator in the Hamiltonian formalism, and (3.27)
is the gauge-fixed action for a theory with vanishing Hamiltonian (compare to eq. (3.15)):
the first term is the gauge-fixing term, while the second term can be written as

dt J k\
N

1 (-l)fc

(d-k)\
n(*,x)

*(t,x)
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3.3.3 Generalized Wilson loop

In this subsection we define the generalized Wilson loop as a generalized observable with

values in string cohomology. As such, it can be paired with cycles in string homology,

yielding (ordinary) observables of the toplogical field theory.

Standard simplices are defined as An|^ = {(ii,... , tn) G R"|ii < t\ <
...

< tn < tf},
An — An\Q. Define the evaluation maps

evn,fc : A„ x LM — M

(ti,... ,tn;l) .— l[tk] l<k<n

The n-th order generalized parallel transporter is given by

hol^(C)|!f = J (hoUg ev^C hoU|£ ... hoUI^ e</ ho1^) .

In this definition, the parallel transporter, 1io1a|j*!+1 = Pexp ftk+1 i\tA, of the flat con¬

nection A is a function A„ x LM —> Ug; (P denotes path ordering).

Thus,hol^l^ is an element of V(Cl*(LM)£ Ug^). We define generalized parallel

transporters, hoU|( , by

oo

hou(c)i;f = i + ^hoi^(c)i;f ,

n=l

and the generalized holonomy by

hou(c) = hou(c)i; .

Furthermore, the generalized "Wilson loop" in a representation p is defined by

hp,A(C) = trphoU(C) .

It is worth remarking that the degree of generalized parallel transporters and generalized
Wilson loops is zero, i.e.,

|hoU| = |hp;A| = 0
. (3.28)

Under a gauge transformation, g : M —> G, one finds that

hoU(C) = g~l (\\o\g{A+d)g-i(gCg~1)) g , hp.A(C) = hp.g{A+d)g-i(gCg~l) .

The tangent vectors, i, that generate the circle action on LM define a section of

TLM. The contraction Lihp.A clearly vanishes. Moreover, one finds [CaRol] that

i

<îhp.A = ydrtrp[hoU(C)|Siiev;(dAC + C2)hoU(C)|;] , (3.29)
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where evT : LM —> M, 1 i—y l[r]. This implies that the Lie derivative LihPjA =

Lid\\p<A vanishes,too. The form hp-A is thus horizontal and invariant with respect to the

circle action, and thus defines a form on string space.

Comparing (3.29) and (3.26), we find the fundamental identity [CaRol, CaRo2]

((-l)do + d)hp.A = 0
, (3.30)

which implies that the trace of the generalized holonomy is an observable with values in

string cohomology 2,

hp.AeO(UM) ,

and, for a cycle a G H*M in string homology, the pairing

(a,hp;A) := / hp,A Go

a

defines an observable.

3.4 A topological field theory interpretation

of string topology

In this Section we prove the fundamental result of this Chapter.

3.4.1 A peculiarity of GL(n,C)

Let G = GL(n,C), and let p denote its standard representation. In this subsection

we expose a feature characterizing this choice which is fundamental for the connection

between string topology and topological field theory.

We define an invariant bilinear form k on gl(n, C) as the trace in the fundamental

representation:

Kab = K(Ta,Tb) = tr [p(Ta)p(Tb)] .

It then follows that

(Kabp(Ta) <g> p(Tb)) v <g> w = w®v
,

where v and w are vectors in the representation space of p. In components with respect

to a basis in this space the above identity reads

(KabP(Tayp ® P(Tbyq) = %% . (3.3i)

To prove this identity, we define a basis {El3\i,j = l..n} of gl(n,C) by setting p(ElJ)rs =

ôlôjS. For this basis, one finds that nfö^jEki) = o~iià~3k- Equation (3.31) then follows

immediately.
2 There are no problems connected with the singularities of string space, since the form vanishes at

constant strings.
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Figure 3.5: Pictorial representation of (3.32).

In the following, expressions of the form

trp[AiTaA2] Kab tip [BxTbB2]

will appear, where p is a representation of G, {Ta} is a basis of g, and A,, B, are elements

of Ug. For G = GL(n,C) and p the standard representation, such expressions can be

simplified using (3.31), as pictorially represented in Figure 3.5:

trp[A!raA2] Kab tip [BxTbB2] = tvp [AlB2BlA2] (3.32)

3.4.2 An algebra homomorphism from S(W*M) to (9GL(nC)

In this subsection we formulate and prove the fundamental result of this Chapter, a

theorem which relates string topology and topological field theory.

Theorem. The map

H\öSh: S(UM) >-

a1...ak i—y (ai,bp.A) ... (ak,hp.A)
(3.33)

which associates to a cycle in string homology the corresponding observable of the TFT,
based on the group GL(n, C) in the standard representation, is a super-Poisson/Gerstenhaber
algebra homomorphism. D

To prove the Theorem, one has to establish the following properties:

i) \a\ = \(a,hp.A)\ ,

ii) ({a;ä},hp.A) = {(a,hp.A); (â,hp.A)} (3.34)

Property i) follows from (3.28). Property ii), is proven in several steps:
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Step 1

Applying (3.24), one finds that

{(a,h);<ä,h)} = (-l)IWI'(axä,{M})

Step 2

The task is to find a local expression for {h, h} on LU x LU. First one verifies that

ILoh(C + *7) =

= £Lo.O hol(C)|S -^^dsd^ -..d-^n^^Ms]) hol(C)|i

Using (3.16), one finds the local expressions for ^h, h^ G ö(Cl* (LM x M) -\Jg), namely

s=l

5C

_ (_l)(k+l)(d+l) r

UlU2...Vkßk + l...ßd

k=l
s=0

Vk

and

ÔC

dxßk+1 ...dxd Ys1 ai? àx

tr[hol(C)|^rahol(C)|;]®Ka6T6 ,

k-°
s=0

ßk^k+l^k+i-'-ßd

1?dxvi... dxUk Ysk+1 djusk+2... dfs

tr[hol(C)|^rahol(C)|^®Ka6T6 .

Equation (3.20) yields the local expression for {h; h} G 0(Cl*(LM x LM))

s=l 5=1

J -i Ô J. Ö J.

{M} =
^{kJ)[{J_k_lVJdsJd-sS^(

f^(k-l)\(d-k

d-y?...*-)

hol|o Ta ho1

7s
- 7s) e.VlV2...VkVh+ lVk+2...Vd

s=0 s=0

tr

j?d1?...d^k^d^+\..dJl Vd

Kabtï höllfTtholl1.
10 " Is

(3.35)

Step 3

(3.35) defines a form on SM x SM. It can be written using the current Cx, i.e.,

{h;h} = Cx-Y\
,

where H is a form on SM x SM, such that its restriction on SMX reads

(3.36)

H = tr holx Ta Kaotr hoi Tb

here holx denotes the generalized holonomy of the first string and hoi the holonomy of

the second string, both starting from their common (single) intersection.
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For G = GL(n, C) in the standard representation one finds

H = tr holxhol (3.37)

see (3.32).
Step 4

From (3.36) and (3.5) one finds that

(axä,{h;h}) = (axö,Cx -H) = <(o x ô) nCx <SMX,H)

Moreover, from the definition of the string bracket, one has that

({a; a}, h) = (_l)l«Kd+H)($ ((a x a) DCx <SMX) , h) .

Thus, to prove (3.34), one simply has to show that

((a x a) nCx SMX,H) = ($ ((a x a) nCx SMX) , h) ,

which holds, as described in (3.6) and (3.7), and because of (3.37), if

<n,tr holxhol
(b,B) ($*n,h) S(s,s)

for any (s, s) G SMX and any parallel multivector n G AifT^^)SMx. The validity of the

latter follows immediately from the reparametrization invariance of hoi. The theorem is

thus proven.

3.4.3 Cobracket interpretation

In this subsection we interpret the result of the previous subsection in terms of a cobracket

on string cohomology

Let U* be an algebra, and let (•, •) be the pairing with its dual U*. A bracket, {;•}, on

H*,

|-; •} : ri* x H.*. —y H.* ,

induces a cobracket, A^'; \ on U*,

A{;> : U* —>U* xH*
,

defined by the rule

(ax6,Aw/i) = ({a;b},h) .

The theorem of the previous subsection, and in particular equation (3.34), are thus

seen to be equivalent to the statement that the cobracket applied to a generalized Wilson

loop gives the topological field theory bracket between two generalized Wilson loops, i.e.,

A<-;->h = (-l)^d+l^{h;h} ,

where the operators ii,i2 read the degree in the first respectively the second factor in

U*M x U*M
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Chapter B

Appendix to chapter 3

B. 1 Proof of the Jacobi identity for the string bracket

In this Appendix we show how to prove the Jacobi identity for the string bracket of section

3.2.

We first rewrite the Jacobi identity as

(-l)"(a6c){{a;ô};c} + cycl.(a6c) = 0
, (B.l)

where the sign factor is n(abc) = (\a\ + d)(\c\ + d). We can define the first term as

(-l)v(abc)ffa.bycy =

— f_l\v(a,bc)+a(abc) (B.2)
r$(i,23) ((a(D x b(2) x c(3)) nCx(12)ACx(i3) (SMx^nSMx^)) +

+$(2,i3) ((ai x b2 x ^ nCx(i2)ACx(23) (<SMX<12) n<smx(23)))] .

Let us first explain the objects that appear in the above definition. The sign factor

is o(abc) = (|è|(d+ |a|) -I- |c|(|o| + \b\), which follows from the definition of the string

bracket, (3.12). a x b& x c^ is a cycle in SM^ xSM x SM^\ A point in SMX^

is a triple of strings, (&i,o2,o3) G <SM(1) x <SM(2) x <SM(3), such that the i-th and the

j-th intersect at least once. Cx^ is the corresponding current. $(*>.?fc) is the map

$(«j*) : SMx{lj) n SMx{lk) —y SMX

which opens the intersections between the i-th and the j-th and between the the 2-th

and the k-th string, in the same way as the map <3> in (3.11) does.

Now consider the two terms appearing in (B.l) corresponding to the cycle a inter¬

secting both the cycles b and c. The first term corresponds to the first term in (B.2).
The second one appears in (—l)^00-^{{c; a}; b} and reads

/ 1 \Tj(cab)+a(cab)

$(2,i3) ((c(d x a(2) x 6(3>) nCx(12)ACx(23) (SMX^ n SMX^))

To prove that the Jacobi identity holds, we only have to prove that two such terms add

up to zero.
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We first write the second term, rearranging the indices and bringing the cycles into

a convenient order, i.e.,

(_l)rç(cab)+<7(cab)(_-Q|c|(|a|+ |&|)

$(i,32) ((a(D x &(2) x c(3)) ncx(31)ACX(12) (,smx(12) n SMX^)) ;

then we bring the currents into a convenient form

(_iy(cab)+a(cab) + (_1)|c|(|a|+ |6|)+l

$(i,23) ((a(D x b(2) x c(3)) nCx(12)ACx(13) (<SMX(12) n SMX^)) ,

using that |CX^| = d and Cx^ = (—l)d+1Cx(jl\ What remanins to be shown is thus

that

rj(abc) + o(abc) + rj(cab) + o(cab) + \c\(\a\ + \b\) + 1 = 1
,

which is easily seen to hold.
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